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IN

TENDERING MY PERSONAL GREETINGS FOR 1945 t CRAVE

FROM EVERY MEMBER
BLUNDERS MAY OCCUR,

A PERMANENT LOYALTY TO OUR C L U B ,
C R I T I C I S M SOMETIMES MAY B E E F -

F I C I E N T AND NECESSARY, BUT EVERMORE LET US REMEMBER
THE MERITS OF OUR
AND LET US

FOUNDERS,

THEIR HOPEFUL V I S I O N ,

PERPETUATE A TRADITION

WORTHY OF THEM,

CREDITABLE TO OURSELVES AND STIMULATING TO THE COWMUNI TY TO WHICH WE BELONG,

GEORGE T , PEPALL

A ward from the Picture Committee» On the f i r s t Saturday of each new show on the
Club walls i t is the intention of the committee to have one of i t s members talk
for a few minutes on the current exhibition* Question and discussion will be welcomed and i t is hoped that these informal periods will lead to a fuller understanding and a greater appreciation of modern trends in art*
Grand Opera in Canada! Following their highly successful collaboration in the
short radio opera "Transit Through Fire" John Coulter and Healey Willan were commissioned by the C«B»C# to write a f a l l length opera suitable for broadcasting.
"Deidre of the Sorrowsff is the t i t l e and the. story follows an old Gael i c legend. If you wonder, as%did your editor, why a Gaelic legend
should be chosen as the basis of the f i r s t Canadian grand opera you are
advised to read the preface* The book by John Coulter has just been
published by Macmillan.
The music is nearly complete in short score and Healey expects to commence the orchestration within a few weeks.

Present plans of the Drama Committee call for performances on February 14, 15, 16
and 17. Following the interesting presentation of three experimental plays last
month, the committee plans to present next month, what might be called plays of
the normal theatre. These are as follows:
Maestro, a light comedy by an Edmonton playwright, Elsie Park Gowan.
directed by W. S. Milne.

This will be

Still Stands the House» a drama by Gwen Ptiaris. This play won first prize in a
competition organized by Dr. E. A. Corbett, Gordon Alderson will be the director.
A Sunny Morning, a comedy by the Q^uintero Brothers, who it is said, "have made an
international reputation for themselves with their plays of charm and character*w
Cyril Denny will direct,
.
.
A Florentine Tragedy» by Oscar Wilde, to be directed by Barle'Grey.
The Christmas Dinner probably set a new record fot attendance. For a third of a
century the Boarfs Head Procession has been the great feature of the Christmas
Dinner. Through the years the pageantry and ceremony has gradually been expanded
until now it is said to rival even the renowned Q,ueenfs College, Oxford, ceremony.
First comes the Presidents Procession in which, to Healey Willanfs choral march,
the Club President, Chaplain and Executive, properly gowned, are ushered to the
head table by the richly garbed Chamberlain. Then, the hallway curtains are drawn
aside, revealing the Boar*s Head Procession proper. First comes the Chamberlain
and the prancing Jester. Then follow with stately tread the bearers of the Boarfs
head, the sucking pig, and the turkey, escorted by eight candle bearers in their
scarlet robes. In the rear come the Cantor and chorus singing the Boarfs Head
Carol. The carol finished the choir responds to the Chaplain*s grace with the Non
Nobis.
The Club Chorus was under the able direction of Fred Silvester while George Lambert
was Cantor. The Choir was in particularly good form — - Fred Silvester has plenty
on the ball when it comes to getting fine results with very little rehearsing.
During dinner a stirring new Carol was sung. The words are attributed to Hilaire
Belloc, and the music was specially composed for the club by Healey- Willan. It
was so well received that it may become a feature in future Christmas Dinners.
The entertainment which followed was under the general direction of Lister Sinclair
and Cyril Denny by whom much of it was written. Those present will remember the
witty dialogue in Paradise between Saint Peter, King Wenceslas and Saint Nicholas.
Another particularly amusing item was W A Divertissement by Certain Town Tonics" in
which Fred Manning, Jane and Fred Mallett, and Dorothy Goulding showed us what happens at a meeting of a!Womenfs Club.

- 3 A string quartette played a brilliant original composition -written by Dr. Arnold
Walter in the style of Haydn and using the theme of the "carol "Good King Wenceslas",
So expert was Dr. Walter's composition that the illusion was complete. The Club is
indeed indebted to this new member for his witty contribution which must indeed
have meant many hours of close work#
Another musical gem was "A Musical Joke" played by a string quartette and two
French horns. It will surprise many members, as it did your editor, to know that
this was played note for note as Mozart wrote it and that there was no improvisation TAfoatsoever. The club is indebted to Mary and Reg Barrow for the music.
The closing item was the clever Mime of St. George and the Sick Dragon and the evening finished in the traditional way with the singing of wNoel".
No report of the Christmas dinner would be complete without mention of Healey
Willanfs "Singing Persons" who, ensconced in the gallery, sang many beautiful
carols.
The Christmas Decorations, which struck quite an unusual note, were by Jack French
who was assisted by Ted Watson.
Hats off to a Charter Member! The portrait of Fred Brigden by Kenneth Forbes,which
is now hanging in the Club, is being purchased by Fredfs friends and admirers. It
will be presented to him at a complimentary dinner to be given in his honour at the
Central Branch of the Y.M.C.A., 40 College Street, on Wednesday, January 31st, at
6:00 p.m.,
Fredfs life has been one of unselfish service, particularly to boys. He
has been Chairman of the Boys' Work Committee of the Central ffYM for
twenty-two years, and has given inspired leadership during that period.
His friends, who are legion, will welcome this opportunity to pay their
respects to Fred Brigden, - a truly great Canadian.
Dinner tickets can be obtained from Norman Alexander, AD. 0425.
At the last monthly dinner Harold Gully introduced, in his ovm matchless style,
many of the new members. Time prevented the introduction of ten of them but Harold
promised to complete the introductions in a monthly letter. Here they are:
YBTCMT TOVELL (University and Drama Department) is the son of one of our older
members, Dr. Harold Tovell of Port Hope, Vincent is a nephew of the High Commissioner for Canada in Great Britain ... also a nephew uf actor Raymond Massey. He
has inherited the Massey instinct for the stage and will maintain the family connection in the Club. He is a senior year student at the University of Toronto in
English and History and is interested in the stage as a profession.
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DONALD P. OfHEARN (Department of Journalism) is the choice filling in a three
decker sandwich at Saturday Night. Hefs between Messrs. Sandwell, Richards and
Middleton in the Editorial offices. He works in a horizontal posture but has
exhibited remarkable journalistic initiative throughout his career. He has held
assignments on the Montreal Star and on the staff of the National News Service
of C.B.C. Donald*s father was Attorney General of Nova Scotia 1923-25 and started the first Provincial police in Canada, I asked O*Hearn what he thinks is the
greatest single factor in the success of celebrated journalists and he unhesitatingly said: "That tax-free hall of culture, the Public Library."
DEAN HUGHES (Radio writer plus Department) is a writer of short stories, fiction,
scripts and copy for campaigns, etce While only 21 he wrote a book of poems ..•
published by Ryerson. While not given to hyperbole, Mr. Hughes believes a good
strong poem can do more for a man than medicines. While at present working chiefly
on scripts, Mr. Hughes has done serious stuff for the Financial Post and Maclean1^.
He spent a year doing free-lance writing for the Moving Picture Industry in England. Confidentially, he is working on a novel of life in a small town - a sentimental story dripping with the wages of sin*
»
GEORGE N. MAYBEE (Organist and choir leader Department ... Kingston Division). I
was unable to get down to Kingston to interview Mr. Maybee. There were several
reasons why* I asked him by phone to impart some great thought. Here it is:
"No matter how far gone in sin,*.a man can be moved by the magic of music."
ERNEST R. GAULEY (Department of Trade Journalism) used to be Vice-President of Age
Publications and has been in trade journalism for many years* He is Deputy Administrator of the Plumbing and Heating and Air Conditioning Industry under W.P.T.B.
He was selected for his "know how-?« He is Director of Merchandizing Research of the
Newspaper Division of the Maclean Publishing Company which is trying to devise a
business bible that will un-confuse the confused. Mr* Gauley has written several
of the little yellow books that sell three for a nickel and are worth the price#
DR. ARNOLD M. WALTER (Department of Musicology) is a man of many parts. I said to
one of the top drawer oracles in our membership, "There's something I would like
to know" ... "Please define Dra Arnold Walter for me." In a torrent of oratorical wizardry he told me that Dr o We is a harpsicordist •.«, lecturer on the theory
of music «** a merchandizer of musical mystery *** and technically he is a "musicologist". Frankly I cannot explain this term on paper,,. It comprehends African
chop-stick lore ... juke box discords eo» and Tom-Tom tactics.
ROBERT ALLITORTE (Department of Rapid Grip and Batten) is the Manager of the Engraving Division there. He is a resident of the York Mills Valley* He has his own library of recordings and his own recording machine. He is an•• amateur cabinet maker.
He is building a pipe organ and has it well on the way* It has a beautiful loft.
Mr, Allworth is a socially minded man. He is president of FJvUM.U.M. (Free Malted
Milk for Unmarried Mothers). He believes the mainsprings of feminine character are
avarice and mother love and that Malted Milk will develop the mother love instinct
which is so important to the child (period)e

- 5 A.P.C. (Tony) ADAMSON (Department of Architecture) is a teacher at the University
of Toronto. He is a son of that gifted artist Mrs, Agar Adamson and brother of
Rodney Adamson M«P, ... He is a town planner. I asked him what group of town planners he runs with and he tells me that he is a lone wolf and plans towns by himself.
This is laudable. Mr, Adamson is ninety-eight per cent brilliant. His favourite
expression is ltLetfs cut the deck" .., next favourite "What's on your mind," He
uses coarse grain cereal* He used to think coarse grain cereal injured the intestinal tract but has changed his mind about that. He is also a vegetarian and likes
them best with steaks and roasts.
dm BLAIR LABfG (Art Dealer Department) is located just east of Yonge on Bloor, He
had the Board of Education Blues the day I interviewed him. He is a member of the
B. of E # The day I called he was reading a treatise entitled "Kids who suck their
thumbs and grow up to be drunkards." They are the most difficult kids to handle.
If you can1t arouse any academic interest on the part of your child (says Mr.Laing)
very likely the child is not playing enough rugby .., thus a deficiency of enthusiasm* Mr, Laing is considering extending the two-a-day Vitamin F capsule program to
counteract child delinquency. Light is breaking in the West*
PAUL T. HENDERSON (Department of Trade Journalism) is Editor of Motor Magazine which
must be a darn good sheet because it has been going a long time* Years ago when the
late J, A, McDonald rented his home on Spadina Road to a Mrs* Steele, I was the
lodger who occupied the cheapest cubicle in the house* A mystery man occupied the
big front room with the two windows (mine had no window) who turned out to be Mr.
Frank Prendergast ., Editor of Motor Magazine. Now do you see? Mr, Henderson
(wefre back on him) is one of the battery of editors on the Blue Net-work of the
trade paper industry down at 73 Richmond St t , West,
The new members. The inoreased constitutional limit on the membership has meant
that it has been possible to admit several more new members* As a result we wel-.
come the following to membership in our club#
John A, Dembeck
Musician

R« L. Gough
Writer

Bater F, Askpnas
Industrial Engineer

John J. Weatherseed
Musician

In addition Paul Hahn has been re—instated as a Professional Member.
We understand that with these admissions the constitutional limits of membership
have been approached and so it would appear that prospective members may have to
wait some time before their applications can be dealt with.
Do you know - — that V. D, Harbinson, the president of the St# Georgefs Society was
a guest at the Christinas Dinner '-—- also C. J. Goodwin of the Savage Club of London
- — that we were all pleased to see so many sons-in-uniform of members present at
the Christmas Dinner, including Allan Moore, Pfeit Knight, Kendrick Venables, Duncan
Chisholm, Bruce Pierce, Keith and Ross Macmillan, and Stuart Alexander
that the
treasurer thanks those unable to be present who mailed contributions to the Staff
Fund
that there is still time for further contributions to be sent
that Blake
Tedman, son of our associate secretary, was married on January 6 in Toronto — - that
Ned Prattfs "Collected BoemsM have been published by Macmillan -*— that the latest
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issue of "The Canadian Review of Music and A£t n carried,' on the outside, a reproducpainting of Ned Pratt and,, in the ^ f i an article on Ned
pg
tion of Kenneth Forbe
Pratt written by Marcus Adeney (with an introduction by John Cdulter)' *»**- that on
December 30 Murray Brownrs son Thornton was married at Farnham, Surrey, in the same
church in which he was christened ~~- and that the wedding reception was held in the
house in which he was b o r n — - that the second volume of C. W» Jeffrey's "Picture
Gallery of Canadian History" is now in page proof and we await eagerly the publication of this great piece of Canadiana - — that Harvey Doney has been awarded the
O.B.E. ——that Frank Venables is well on the road to recovery from his illness of
several weeks duration - — that the handsome new silver Wassail Bowl is a present to
the club from the two Georges --— that while there is some mystery about the source
of the wassail, discreet inquiry so far merely establishes definitely that it is not
provided out of club funds •*— that Ted Watson is sculpturing out of stone a group
of figures for Grace Church on the Hill —
that Scott Carter is the designer
that Burwell Coon is the architect of a new composite rural school which is bein^
constructed at Drayton — — that the Advisory Committee, under the chairmanship of
Marcus Adeney, has in preparation a booklet on community planning — • that members
who have overlooked sending cheques for their annual dues are asked to give this matter their prompt attention - ~ that membership cards are mailed only to those specifically requesting them — that Sir Ernest MacMillan conducts the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra in Vancouver, on Sunday, February 11 — - that part of this performance may be heard from 6:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Eastern Time, over the C.B.C.
that
in April Sir Ernest leaves for a three-month tour of Australia where he will conduct
a symphony orchestra for the Australian Broadcasting Commission — - that among recent Ryerson Press publications are John Coulter's "Churchill" and L o m e Pierce's
"Erime Minister to the Book"
that the Navy League is currently sponsoring an exhibition of Hedley Rainniefs naval paintings at Simpson's — - that the first edition
of J. E. Middleton's book on Fred Brigden is completely sold — — that a second edition is presently in press — - that at lunch on December 14th Napier Moore talked
to the Club, in his usual brilliant fashion, about his five-week speaking tour in
the United States
that Harry Tedman's son, Lieut.-Col. Philip Tedman, has been
mentioned in dispatches for the second time
that Geoff Hatton and Godfrey Ridout
jointly produced "H.M.S. Pinafore" last month in the Hart House Theatre for Victoria
College Music Club
that Cecil Rae has been awarded the O.B.E, and Taylor Stantten's
son the M.C.
Hearty thanks are extended to those who have passed on to the editor much of the
above information which otherwise would have escaped his notice. Already items are
being gathered for the February issue. Won't you help by passing on news? Drop a
line to Norman Ingram, The Arts and Letters Club, 14 Elm Street.
And that is all for now. Items of news, please, to your Editor, Norman Ingram, at
the Club (or telephone RA. 2700).
:——

—THE LATE FARNHAM BARTON-

—

News of the passing of Farnham Barton has saddened those
who knew him. While not a member in recent years he will
be remembered by older members as one of the stalwarts
of the old Court House Lane days and later. An accomplished actor, the memories of his many clever Impersonations still linger on the club stage.
January 15th, 1945
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WILLIAM 1YRELL
IT WAS WITH A FEELSNG OF SADNESS WE LEARNED OF THE PASSING OF
OUR CHARTER MEMBER AND FRIEND WILLIAM TYRELL.
BORN IN ENGLAND, MR # TYRELL CAME TO CANADA AT AN EARLY AGE.
FOLLOWING HIS SCHOOLING IN ST. CATHARINES HE MOVED TO TORONTO
AND WAS EMPLOYED |N HALL'S BOOKSTORE ON KING S7KEET, AFTER HE
HAD GAINED SOME EXPERIENCE, MR. TYRELL OPENED H|S OWN BOOKSTORE, AND IT SOON BECAME A MECCA FOR BOOK LOVERS,
MR. TYRELL WAS A BOOKSELLER OF THE OLD SCHOOL — UNFORTUNATELY
ALL TOO RARE 5N THIS COUNTRY. HE WAS A LOVER OF BOOKS AND A •
KEEN READER. H|S POLICY WAS NOT TO OFFER FOR SALE A BOOK WHICH
HE COULD NOT PERSONALLY REPOMMEND.
His PASSING is MOURNED NOT ONLY BY CLUB MEMBERS BUT ALSO BY
BOOK LOVERS ALL OVER TORONTO.

The Monthly Dinner on the 3rd of March will comprise as entertainment a demonstration of Pfcint-jmking,-with the members: Aykroyd, Travers and Rowe taking
care of the different techniques at the Hand Press/ The introduction will be
by Fred Haines, while Nicholas Hbrnyansky will manage the whole evening. The
present Print Show on the walls will be held over until this date.

A Charter Member in the News. One hundred and fifty of Fred Brigdenfs friends
and admirers attended a testimonial dinner at the Central Y^MaC.A. on the night
of January 31stf when his portrait, painted by Kenneth Forbea, was presented to
himf In making the presentation, Mr. Reade Davis enlarged upon the life of unselfish service which Fred had devoted so effectively to the boys of Toronto^
The portrait was .in turn given by Fred to the Y.M.C.A., and it now hangs in the
main lobby at 40 College Street. Norman Alexander, President of the Y.M.C.A^
Board, was chairman of the meeting.
.
.
* •
•

- 2 Good Hunting, Brother, Those who were fortunate enough to see the coloured motion picture, "The Big Marsh Lives Again11 which was presented at the Club last
spring by Ducks Unlimited (Canada), will be interested in knowing that an entirely new picture of equal interest will be shown at the Club on the evening
of Monday, February 26 th,
The title of this picture is, MGood Hunting, Brother". It will be presented by
Mr. B. W. Cartwright, Chief Naturalist of Ducks Unlimited (Canada)*
New books by Club Members, A pair of book-ends has been plaoed on the mantel
shelf of the library. Here will be displayed recent works by members. At present "Deirdre of the Sorrows" by John Coulter, "C. W. Jeffreys" by William Colgate,
fl
This England" by Canon Ward, and "Collected Poems" by E. J. Pratt, are on special display. It will help the librarian to keep this display up-to-date if members will advise him of their new books. Leave a note on the notice board addressed "The Librarian",
Members are asked to note that books must not be removed from the library.
And - a final word on thB library - would the member who borrowed "Canadian Art"
by William Colgate please return this book to the Club?
The New York Times in a survey of radio activities of 1944 cited four men for
outstanding work in the field of radio drama. Of the four, two were Canadians,
Len Peterson of Winnipeg and our own Lister Sinclair,
Missing from the dining room for a couple of weeks has been our good friend Mrs,*
Webster. We are all sorry that Mrs. Webster has been laid low by illness. At
the time of writing she is well on the road to recovery and we trust that by the
time this letter reaches you her health will be back to normal. Mrs. Webster,
we miss not only you but also the worldfs best apple pieI
The programme of four one act plays presented by the Drama Group for the four
nights beginning February 14th proved to be remarkably successful. There were
crowded and appreciative houses each evening.
The first play "Maestro" was written by Elsie Park Gowan of Edmonton
whose work is well known on the C.B.C. in the educational and dramatic
fields. "Maestrow, a most amusing comedy centering round a Musical
Academy in a Western town, afforded excellent opportunity for clever
characterisation and crisp playing. The cast, under the expert direction of W. S. Milne, did well. We are very pleased to welcomJ Milne
back to the fold as a director,
"Still Stands the House" by Gwen Pharis, is a drama of exceptional
power which won first prize in a Banff Summer School competition sponsored some years ago by Dr, E. A. Corbett. A play of frustration, it
was given a thoughtful and sensitive presentation by Gordon Alderson,
who used lighting to express cleverly the sombre mood of the play. The
cast was well chosen, Dora McMillan deserving special mention.
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A Sunny Morning", by the Quintero Brothers, Spanish authors of international repute, was a delightful trifle* Set in a Madrid park
nearly a century ago, it brought charm and distinction to our stage.
Jane Mallett and Dixon Wagner played the leading parts with understanding and delicacy,
"A Florentine Tragedy11 by Oscar Wilde, completed a well balanced
programme* This play, which is little known, was found amongst
Wilde's papers after his death. Since it was incomplete, a short
introductory scene was written by T. Sturge Moore. Tense and dramatic, with all Wilde's command of jewelled words, and splendidly
played, it brought the evening to a most satisfactory conclusion.
A special feature of the play was the sword fight. Earle Grey directed the last two plays with his customary skill*
The programme, comprising as it did, two modern Canadian plays in the first half,
and two costume European plays in the second half, had the great value of contrast. Well mounted, played'and directed, it proved to be one of the most pleasing and interesting bills ever presented upon our stage,
A compliment must be paid to Archie Chisholm, who designed and built the scenery.
Presented with the problem of placing four settings on our stage in one evening,
Chisholm solved it cleverly and artistically.
The lighting was in the hands of John Nickell, and the stage management by Cyril
Denny, assisted by Hilda Wetton and C. A. Pilgrim. Harry Haynes was in charge
of sound, while I. D. Carson was responsible for the colourful costumes. "Front
of the house" arrangements were in the hands of Norman Alexander.
An excellent and hard working committee of ticket sellers, under the chairmanship of Bernard Radley, demonstrated its ability by being able to hang up the
"Sold out" sign the week previous to the first performance.
Club member honoured in Windsor. The Christian Culture Gold Medal, awarded annually by Assumption College of Windsor, was given this year to Dr. Arnold M.
Walter, distinguished composer, musician and scholar.- The measure of importance
of this award may be gauged by the fact that in 1941 it was awarded to Mne. Sigrid
TJndser, Nobel prize-winning novelist; in 1942 to Jacques Naretain, French philosopher; in 1943 to Philip Murray, president of the C.I.O., and in 1944 to Frank
Sheed, author and publisher. Congratulations Dr. WalterJ
A word from the treasurer. Those few members who have not yet paid their annualdues are asked to attend to this matter immediately.
The current exhibition on the walls consists of the work of three members of the
Canadian Society of Painter Gravers, W. S. Rowe, Woodruff K* Aykroyd and C. J.
Travers. Cyril Travers has the Print of the Year but each man's work is of importance inasmuch as it contains work which will outlive the artist. Of particular interest are the woodblock prints of Rowe in which he uses a graver technique.

In Convocation Hall of the University of Toronto on February 27th new member
John Weatherseed, will give an organ recital. The programme will include the
works of Byrd, Purcell, Bach, Handel, Vaughan-Williams and Elgar v
Our Luncheon Speakers. .The calibre of our luncheon speakers is good and might
very well be envied by purely luncheon clubs. Recently we had our old member
Charlie Comfort speak to us on his experiences overseas. Major Comfort has
been away from Canada for two years as an official Canadian War Artist and it
was an interesting story that he told us.
Major Comfort is a protege of Fred Brigden and there is an interesting reference to his oarly career on page 111 of J. E. Middletonfs recently published
book oh Fred Brigden, This book is temporarily out of stock but a copy is on
order for the club library.
Another outstanding speaker was Dr. Brown who for several years was attached
to the forces of Chiang Kai Chek and who has just returned to Canada from a
post with the British Embassy in Chungking. Dr. Brown unfolded a fascinating
story of conditions in China - a story which will help us to understand better
conditions in that troubled country. Just a further indication that if you
donft attend the club luncheons you are really missing something!
Canadian Soviet Music. A programme of
ruary 10th at the Conservatory Concert
were the soloists. A somewhat similar
the previous day at Hart House for the

Canadian-Soviet music was given on FebHall. Elie Spivak and Reginald Godden
programme with the same artists was given
student body.

A second concert of Canadian-Soviet music is being given on March 10th at 8:30
p«m# in the Conservatory Concert Hall.
Do you know — that Emmanuel Hahn has modelled a large metal crucifix for the
outside of the chapel of the Mission of the Church of St. John the Evangelist?
— that this crucifix was exhibited at the Royal Canadian Academy show last
November? — that Dr. Arnold Walter has been elected president of the Society
for Contemporary Music? ~ that at the meeting of the Society on January 2? a
quartette by H. Somers and dedicated to Eric Aldwinckle received a first performance? -- that on the same programme there were two songs by Godfrey Ridout?
—- that these songs received their first performance in New York by the League
of Composers? — that John Nickell deserves praise for the many improvements he
has made to the stage -lighting equipment? — that Harry Haynes has well-nigh
completed the installation of the new sound equipment and that much of it was in
use during the latest drama presentation? — that George McMurtrie, housekeeper
extraordinary, through the wizardry of Harold Gully has received a new consignment of Black Diamond Cheese? ~ that if you donft patronize the Club at noon
you are missing some mighty fine lunches? — that Canon Wardfs broadcasts will
continue to be heard on Sunday evenings over CFRB? — that" Earle Grey will direct "God's Friday", a passion play by Canon Ward, at Stephenfs Church on March
20, 21 and 22? — that Allan Wilkie and his wife gave a recital in Erie, Pa.,
on January 31? -- that the Advisory Committee have in preparation a brochure on
community centres and that this will be published by The Ryerson Press? — that
we welcome back to membership Mr. E. G. -Sterndale Bennett of Bridgeport, Connecticut? --that Vince DeVita has turned his studio into a war plant and is
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making '•hush-hush11 equipment in connection with Radio? — that Vince regrets
that his new work makes it impossible to attend the Club these days but that
he looks forward, after the war, to active participation in Club functions.

THANK YOU
We thank those who have contributed to this news letter. However, there must be many happenings of interest to our members
which are not drawn to our attention,
When you hear of any
news drop a note to Norman Ingram, Arts and Letters Club, 14
Elm Street.
This is your news
letter. Please help to keep it
interesting and reasonably complete. We can't include news of
which we have no knowledge!

February 21st, 19.45 •
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given to Dr. Arnold indicated the
hear him.
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attention to the exceptional ability of our
March 8th our own member, Dr. Arnold Walter,
Music". The large attendance and the ovation
interest and pleasure of those privileged to

Dr. Walter has the happy knack of making a relatively abstruse subject
appear simple* His approach to the subject was objective rather than
emotional. He suggested that the listener should pay attention to
rhythm, melody and harmony. Present day "popular music" has a physiological quality which has not been sublimated into subtler things as
has traditional music. The rhythm is obvious; traditional or classical music is equally full of rhythm but it is more complex and ingeni*
ous#
There are many melodies other than the usual folk song type and all
composers use them. Dr. Walter illustrated his point by playing various themes on the piano. He showed the different ways in-which these
are used and the way they are harmonized.
Dr. Walter suggested that, for full enjoyment of music, listeners
should seek out the plan which the composer had in mind and follow the
pattern of that plan.
The George A. Reid Award -• In honour of George A. Reid, known to all of us a valued oharter member of the Club, the Canadian Painter Etchers Society has established an annual award to be given for the best print in their exhibition.
The juries are to be selected from outstanding non-members of the society. It is interesting to not that members Fred Brigden and Fred
Haines are on the 1945 jury and that the winner of the 1945 award-is
Fred Haines Club member.
The College of Art is planning to extend its operations into the field
of craft work. The object is to produce designers of furniture, metal
work, pottery and textiles. For the present this work will be conducted in a former public school on Nassau Street near Spadina. This is
a project very dear to the heart of Fred Haines and we congratulate
him on his success in bringing the matter to a head*

- 2 Through the courtesy of R. A, Daly we are enabled to give you an extract from a
letter written by George Pepper, a club member who is now an official Canadian
war artist,
George Pepper writes;
"My C O , and I started off to visit some of the towns that had just
been liberated by our troops. We had visited a couple of them and
were on our way to a third when I was surprised to see a Jerry standing up in a slit trench by the side of the road. We captured him
without difficulty. Then we prepared to turn the jeep around and take
him back to our own lines. My companion was covering him with his
rifle, when the German suddenly sprang at him, and threw him to the
ground, at the same time shouting at the top of his voice, I rushed
up and put two revolver shots into him, then helped the C O . to his
feet. At this moment several rifles started barking at us from a
hedge about twenty feet away, so we sprang across the road and jumped
into two slit trenches. Then the battle started, both sides firing
across the road. The other officer got one through the head that
killed him instantly. I continued to fire until my weapon (the rifle
the German we had captured had left in his slit trench) was out of
ammunition and then I started to crawl away along a ditch. Before I
. had gone very far I heard quite a hubbub behind me, and looking through
the grass, saw that there were at least half-a-dozen Jerries on the
spot. They did not search the ditch for me however. After I had heard
them drive my jeep away I continued to crawl, and eventually found a
good hiding place.rt
W

I planned to escape that night, but when I made an effort to do so I
found that there were Germans all around me. They had ten machine gun
positions within fifty feet of me so I crawled back to wy hiding place*
I expected that our troops would be along at any time, but after a few
days it was evident that the battle had gone off in a different direction. As the days went by it became evident that I would have to get
away as best I could. I had to wait for a dark night and it was not
until the tenth night that I was able to make the break. After crawling and walking all night, I was picked up by a British patrol in our
own lines. It. was quite an exciting night as there were quite a few
Gercuan snipers and machine gunners busy and they would fire at any
noise they heard/'
"I heard lots of shots but only one that seemed to be aimed at me. As
it was raining and pitch black, I did not run much danger from these
random shots, but once I ran smack into a German patrol of four men.
Fortunately I heard them coming, and all I had to do was to hug the
ground until they had passed within a few yards of me. n
"The worst part of the experience was the lack of water. For five
days I had nothing but the dew on the grass and was just burning up
with thirst. After that I had all the water I needed. I did not
mind the lack of food so much, because I never got really hungry, fcut
for the first week all I had to eat was four Chiclets, a few kernels
of oats, and grass. On the eighth day I managed to snare a chicken,
using my pistol lanyard and tie as a noose, and lived on its raw flesh

- 3 for the last three days I was in hiding, supplemented by a few acorns,
an apple-core and about a dozen berries. But now I am making up for
the lack of food then by eating most enormously ever since!"
"Good Hunting Brother" - Monday evening, February 26th - members, their ladies
and friends provided a capacity audience for the showing of the motion picture
"Good Hunting Brother".
This picture in color, was a logical follow-up to the movie "The Big
Marsh Lives Again" which delighted a club audience last year and was
just as memorable for its real interest and striking beauty.
Mr. B. W. Cartwright, Chief Naturalist of Ducks Unlimited (Canada)
spoke briefly on the work of his organization in the reclaiming of
marshlands in Western Canada for the purpose of providing breeding
places for wild ducks.
Following the film, refreshments were served, thus rounding out an
evening enjoyed by all and memorable for its interest.
Frequently we have felt sorry for the advertising copy-writers who have to rack
their brains for something new to say about such everyday things as cigarettes
and tobacco. It was pleasing, therefore, to read an editorial in "The Globe and
Mail" of February 20th which praised the "Mr, Picobac" advertisements* The copy
for these advertisements is written by member Sid Howard, "The Globe and Mail"
refers to them as "admirably drawn" with "the appeal pitched in a tone of agreeable moderation," Congratulations Mr, Howard!
Additions to the library include "The Foundations of National Well-Being" and
"Railway Wage Rates, Employment and Pay" by John L. McDougall,
Once again members are asked to advise the librarian of their new and forthcoming books.
Chamber Music - Fred Haines is interested in forming a group to play chamber music. He asks us to state that amateur executants (we don*t like the connotation
- but the word is Fred*s) interested in this are requested to get in touch with
him at the Club or by telephoning ELgin 2972.
The Costume Department asks us to thank an unknown donor for a gift of collars
and dickies (not Wagners). These will be very useful and the gift is much appreciated. The costume department is still anxious to obtain a pair of brocaded curtains of any color. Parcels should be left with Mrs. Webster.
The Drama Group will present on April 18, 19, 20 and 21 a new three-act comedy
"One John Smith" by Lister Sinclair, This play has been specially written for
the Club and those who have read it describe it as a brilliant piece of v/ork.
The scene is laid in Virginia in the seventeenth century and the play deals with
the meeting of Pocohontas and Captain John Smith.

NEW MEMBERS
Since the last monthly bulletin the following have been elected
to membership:
Professional

Robin C. Cumine, Artist
C. J. Harris, Editor
Adrian Dingle, Artist

Non-Professional

Harold G. Hinton

Non-Resident

Patrick 0. Wells, London, Ontario
James G&rrow, Hamilton, Ontario
Max Pirani, London, Ontario

We welcome these gentlemen to the Club and trust they will enjoy
to the fullest extent the privileges of membership. The membership at large wish to get to know them and welcome them personally. We suggest, therefore, to these new members, that for a
while they introduce themselves to their neighbors at Club functions.

The current exhibition on the Club walls shows the work of two members, E. C.
Reed and R. S. Clark.
Reed*s sketchy, lively military portraits bring back to us memories of
an old member now resident in Montreal* Bert, however, is with us in
spirit, in heart - and art, A real Club memberI
Clark* s photographs are of scenes from the Chinese Theatre. They are
essentially decorative and have that fine luminous quality which we
have come to expect from Bob.
Signal honour was recently accorded Reginald Stewart for his achievements as conductor of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. A testimonial volume of appreciative
statements regarding his work with the orchestra was presented to Stewart by Baltimore* s Mayor, Theodore R. McKeldin, at a recent concert.
Almost daily appreciative letters reach Chuck Matthews from the overseas recipients of Club parcels. One has only to read a few of these letters to realize
what a fine piece of work Chuck is doing. Contributors to the fund for these
parcels should feel pleased at being privileged to take part in such a moralebuilding effort.
One of the most recent comes from Randolph Macdonald who writes interestingly of his life at an R.C.A.F. station in Holland*
The Thanks of the Club are due to Jack Ridpath, Wallace Gilman and Peter
Askonas for their help with last month*s dramatic presentations* Ridpath
kindly loaned all the furniture used on the stage while Gilman and Askonas looked after the properties. Thank you, gentlemen, for your contribution to the success of an important Club undertaking.

- 5 As your editor knows from experience, this property-man assignment is a difficult
and somewhat thankless task. For example, Kit Carson now has the job of locating
deerskins, bearskins, bows, arrows, tomahawks, spears, and similar Indian material for the next Club production. Members who can help by lending any suitable
articles are asked to telephone Kit Carson at WAverley 5462,
The March dinner meeting was another successful Club function which was enjoyed to
the full by those present. Not so many turned out, but perhaps this accentuated
the good comradeship of those who did,
Nicholas Hornyansky was in charge of the evening, Nick arranged an
exhibition of print-making and introduced Fred Haines who in his
pleasing manner explained how etchings are made. He discussed the
distinguishing features of dry point, line etching, and soft ground,
and the two-tone mediums - aquatint and mezzotint. He said that there
are two methods of laying the ground in aquatint but explained only
one. We wondered if it might be that he forgot, or thought that his
audience had had enough.
Cyril Travers and Woodruff Aykroyd then pulled proofs of their plates
and discussed these, the types of paper used, and indeed all that goes
into the making of a print.
The evening came to an end with Nick Hornyansky showing how it is done
in color - well not quite to an end, for Dicky Wagner, by persistent
questioning found himself in a position where he had to pull a proof.
And, to the surprise of everyone, himself included, it wasn*t such a
bad proof after alii
The Treasurer informs us that a few members have still overlooked the matter of
paying their fees. He asks us to point out to these members that it is most important that they communicate with him before March 27th.
Do you know that Frank Venables is steadily improving in health and that we hope
to see him at lunch in the near future? — — that Percy Sliutte and1 Walter Bowles
are to be congratulated on their fine performances last month? — — that since
Owen Staples has, for a number of years, been unable to attend evening meetings
of the Painter Etchers Society, the society journeyed to his home on March 16th
and held their meeting there? ~ — that Reginald Godden gave a piano recital in
Eaton Auditorium on March 22nd? — — that on this occasion Reg gave the first performance of a Suite by Dr. Arnold Walter? — — that on March 21st the Art Gallery
gave a dinner to the past-presidents and older members of the O.S.A.? — - that
William Morton sang at a Symphony Musicale at the home of Lady Kemp? - — that
Ettore Mazzoleni was his accompanist? --- that "Mazz" performed unexpectedly as
a raconteur and nearly stole the show? —
that we are all pleased to see Mrs.
Webster fully restored to health? — — that Peter Stursberg, who has been a C»B.C.
war correspondent in Italy, spoke recently at lunch of his experiences overseas?
— - that Tommy Crawford is to be congratulated for a fine production of "Princess
Ida" by the Eaton Operatic Society? ~-~ that Fred Haines is one of the jury for
the First Canadian International Color Slide Salon of Photography to be held at
the Art Gallery in May? ~ ~ that the Baltimore Symphony, with Reginald Stewart
conducting, was heard on a recent Saturday over N.B.C.? — - that Gus Bridle has
written a history of the Club and that this will be printed for distribution to
members? — — that Marcus Adeney contributed an important article on "Community

- 6 Centres in Canada** to the February issue of the Journal of the Royal Architectural
Institute? — — that Reginald Godden was solo artist with the Toronto Symphony a
couple of weeks ago? — — that we all regret the removal of Allan Wilkie to Erie,
Pennsylvania? — — that the Drama Committee has received permission direct from
George Bernard Shaw to produce his latest play tfIn Good King Charles' Golden Days"?
~~- that John Morrow has been on leave in England after painting a number of water
colours in Holland? — — that John Coulter has £een elected to Honorary Membership
in the International Mark Twain Society - a society which includes among its members such world figures as Winston Churchill, Franklin Roosevelt, John Masefield,
Hilaire Belloc and George Arliss? —-- that Geoffrey Hatton scored another success
as "King Gama" in the Eaton Operatic Society performance of "Princess Ida"? —
that the Drama Committee plans to call a meeting to discuss the formation of a
National Theatre? — — that A. Y. Jackson gave an interesting talk to the Leaside
Home and School Association? --- that Owen Staples1 daughter, Wren Madge Staples,
is in Christie Street Hospital and that we extend to her and her family our best
wishes for a speedy recovery? - — that Bruce Stapleton and Fred Finlay have been
elected to the O.S«A.? --—That 0. S. Band has been elected to the presidency of the
Art Gallery? — - that elected to the Council and/or the Executive Committee were
R. Y, Eaton, J. S. McLean, A. J. Casson, W. H. Clarke, R. A. Daly, Frank Denton,
C# Q,. Ellis, A* Y. Jackson, Ivor Lewis, F. R. MacKelcan, G. A# Reid, E. R. Rolph,
H, M, Tovell, E. M. Walker,. A. S. Mathers, and Frank P. Wood?—that Ronald Wilson won
the Forester Prize for figure painting at the O.S.A?—that new-member Max Pirani was
one of the judges at the Kiwanis Musical Festival?
STOP PRESS NEWS—-More about Geo. Bernard Shawfs last written play "In Good King
Charles1 Golden Days", never before produced on this continent—-Grey will produce tfco play in the Club for a week in May, Monday through Saturday, commencing
either the 14th or 21st.
This is a dramatic Coup indeed-—every member will be keen to see a new work by
the great G.M.B. and bring his friends. Further details later.

. HEARTY THMKS —
Hearty thanks from the editor to those who have written
and telephoned him the information from which this news
letter has been compiled1 Please keep up the good work,
for already the April letter is in preparation. Send
items to Norman Ingram, the Arts and Letters Club,
14 Elm Street, or telephone RAndolph 3131.
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The Library. Through the kindness of Dr. Lome Pierce our library has been enriched by ffThe Group of Seven" written by Thoreau MacDonald and published by
The Ryerson Press. It is an exceedingly attractive little volume and we feel
sure many members will wish to purchase a copy for their own libraries.
Go West Young Man! Scott Carter followed Horace Greeley's advice a week or so
ago when he accepted an invitation from The Hudson's Bay Company to travel to
Winnipeg. Scott is preparing an Illuminated Certificate, facsimilies of which
will be presented as a reward for long service with the Company. The border
will include pictures of fur-bearing animals, a picture of the first Hudson's
Bay Company boat, the "Nonsuch", the Coat-of-Anns of Charles II, the Arms of
Canada, and, of course, the Arms of the Hudson's Bay Company.
We know Scott will do a first-class piece of work and we venture the hope that
he will exhibit in the Club the original, or one of the reproductions.
At Convocation Hall. Last month at Convocation Hall, Bachfs
"Passion according to St. Matthew" was performed under the direction of Sir Ernest Macmillan. Fred Silvester was at the organ,
George Lambert sang the role of Christ, while William Morton was
the Evangelist.
We apologize. Last month through an unfortunate stenographic error we announced
that Ifred Haines was not only on the jury for the award of the George A. Reid
Prize of the Society of Canadian Painter-Etchers, but also that he won the award!
We still feel the heat of Fred's blushes, and we fancy we hear the muttered imprecations of the true winner, Jack Martin. To both these gentlemen we offer
our apologies, and to Jack, a fine artist and etcher, and a new member of the
Club, we tender our hearty congratulations.
The current exhibition. A one-man show of Jack Bush's work is now on the Club
walls. Nick Hornyansky tells us (and we know he is correct) that it is one of
importance. We knew Jack twenty years ago when he was on the threshold of his
art career. We looked for great things from him and we have not been disappointed.
His current exhibition indicates to the student of modern art how much the new
trends have widened the scope of pictorial communication. Jack's forte is in giving tension, movement, and build-up to an everyday scene which otherwise would be
commonplace. Through this interpretation he gives a new crescendo, and volume to
his canvasses.

- 2 Hurrah for our pirate KingI Non-resident member, R.E.K. Rourke,
is to be congratulated for an excellent production of Gilbert
and Sullivanfs "The Pirates of Penzance", at Pickering College
on March 22nd, 23rd, and 24th.
These productions crowd the school hall to capacity,
raised the show to a near-professional level.

Bob has

This was the thirteenth annual Pickering College production.
The Green Room. Some time ago the Executive Committee laid plans for the improvement of the Council and Green Rooms. Artists and print-makers were anxious
to contribute their share to this "face-lifting". The hearty thanks of the Club
are extended to Messrs. Travers, Martin, Ackroyd, and Nick Homyansky for generous gifts of their prints, and to Archie Chisholm for presenting several of
his interesting stage sketches.
The National Theatre. Under the auspices of the Drama Committee a meeting was
held recently to discuss the formation of a National Theatre. Lister Sinclair,
John Coulter, Earle Grey, E. A. Corbett and Eric Stone all spoke. Mrs. Marcus
Adeney told of the rapid advance of Fine Arts programmes in the schools of Ontario and suggested that the first step towards a National Theatre should be taken
in this field.
Au Revoir, The Toronto Symphony Orchestra wound up its season with a final "pop"
concert at Massey Hall, at which every seat was occupied.
To quote the "Globe and Mail":
"Ettore Mazzoleni, associate conductor, was on the podium and won a
personal ovation. The enlarged work of the orchestra has brought
him frequently before the public, and his personal magnetism, deep
musicianship and elegance of style have made him remarkably popular.
The orchestra was in capital form and spirits and seemed really to
enjoy itself."
The Monthly Dinner. After the usual convivial ceremonies a goodly group sat down
to another of the excellent meals to which Mrs. Webster and George McMurtrie have
accustomed us.
Dinner over, we enjoyed a reading of the new grand opera "Deirdre of the Sorrows"
which John Coulter and Healey Willan were commissioned to write for the C.B.C.
Coulter says that, for him:
"The critical interest of the reading of the libretto lay in observing how the cast - with no more than one hurried read-through by way
of rehearsal - succeeded in substituting the technique of declamatory
stage speech, proper to dramatic poetry, for the technique in which
most of their work is done, that of brittle conversational speech
proper to naturalistic dialogue. This futterance at large1 was essential because the sound and colour and rhythm, the overtones, were
important rather than exchange of ideas as in actual talk. The cast

- 3showed their quality by the way in which they understood this and
rose to the occasion. Earle Grey gave the reading precisely the
degree of presentation1 needed to retain the character of a reading while suggesting what the fully mounted and dressed stage picture might be. John Nickell with the lighting, and Archie Chisholm
as a one-man stage crew, extemporized in a performance that never
missed a cue."
"The other major interest was the comparison between the effect of
the words when spoken, and when set to music and sung - the interest of hearing Healey Willanfs musical interpretation or counterpart of the verbal story* Deirdre's love song, and her lament were
beautifully sung by Miss Kathleen Busby, a pupil of George Lambert;
and Conochar's exultant outcry - the aria which closes Scene I of
Act III - was sung with dramatic power by George Lambert himself,
with Healey accompanying on the piano."
Members who wish to read the libretto are reminded that it has been published
and that there is a copy in the Club Library.
News from Australia. Sir Ernest Macmllan has now arrived safely in Australia.
He conducts his first concert in Sydney on April 21st-. Following this he conducts twenty-five other concerts in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and Brisbane. The last performance of his Australian tour will be at Sydney on July 10th.
He expects to return to Canada around the end of July and to conduct in the summer series at Vancouver. We are sure he will have many interesting experiences
and we look forward to hearing about them.
NEW MEMBERS
We extend a hearty welcome to two new Club members, Ladislas Forstner, an architect, who has
been elected to professional membership, and
Philip Atkinson, who becomes a non-professional
member. We hope these gentlemen will become regular attenders at Club functions and we all
look forward to making their acquaintance.

An Invitation. Peter Askonas is organizing a study group which will meet somewhere in the Georgian Bay district during the last week of July. The subject
under discussion will be "The Belief in God, and the Modern Mind". Those interested are asked to telephone Mr. Askonas at MU. 1131 in the daytime.
One John Smith. Our Drama Committee deserves high praise for its third offering
this present season. This took the form of a three-act comedy, specially written
for the Club stage by Lister Sinclair, a recent member. "One John Smith" is a
play of ideas rather than emotions, and contrary to common theatrical practice,
the audience is expected to carry its brains with it into the theatre.

Taking as his plot the meeting of the Indian princess Pocahontas and Captain John
Smith in the Virginian wilderness of 1607, Mr. Sinclair has firmly removed all
traces of sentimental romance. He devotes three acts to a savage attack on hazy
and sentimental romanticism as epitomised in his chief character John Smith, In
John Smith he has typified that type of modern man whose intellectual background
is based on the standards of Hollywood and the "soap operas".
A charge which some have levelled against the author is that he writes palpably
under the influence of Q. B. Shaw. But it is natural and indeed healthy that
young artists should be influenced by old masters. While Lister is admittedly
a disciple of the Swan of Eire, he contributes enough of his own to warrant the
lively hope that in the not too distant future, he will do much for the theatre
which he so patently loves. He has a grasp of the dramatic, his lines have point
and style, he has wit and a command of good English which is as refreshing as it
is rare in these slip-shod days. He has written an interesting play, lacking
warmth and humanity perhaps, but containing an intellectual fire which compensates.
The play was given sympathetic and capable direction by Earle Grey. The Club is
indeed fortunate in being able to count on the untiring services of such a fine
producer. Francis G-. Peddie, as the egregious Captain Smith gave a remarkably
fine performance. This player's work increases in impressiveness with each new
character he impersonatese To his natural gifts of a robust presence and a voice
of singular power and sweetness, he brings a perception of the truly dramatic,
and a fine sense of true pathos, He possesses the rare power of filling a stage
and dominating a scene without casting undue shadow upon his fellow players. His
last act was beautifully played and his final speech exquisitely delivered.
Miss Peggy Hassard, a new-comer to the Club stage, was the Pocahontas and fully
justified herself. She has good technique, a charming and flexible voice and
moves gracefully. Alex McKee was a dignified Indian King. His fine sonorous
voice and clearly defined characterization were of great value to the lengthy
Trial Scene in the last act. Dixcn Wagner was well cast as the Medicine Man. He
played with point and vigour though once or twice there was a slight tendency to
over-colour. Norman Green played Parahunt adroitly; Hedley Rainnie was good as
Bury, the man preoccupied with will-making; and Alan King gave an excellent portrayal of Robinson whose bombast declines so pitifully. W. Eason Humphreys, making his debut on the Club stage, looked every inch an Indian.
The costumes, under the supervision of I9 D. Carson, were admirable. The Indian
costumes, designed and executed by Lilian Milne, were particularly good and keyed
into the play in a manner which showed great artistic perception on the part of
the designer. Archie Chisholm again showed his innate capacity to create the
right background for any play. His settings were decorative, ingenious and correct in feeling. Specially notable were his "Forest" and "Indian Lodge". John
Nickellfs lighting effects were good and helped to maintain the atmosphere of
the play. Peter Askonas was property master and Harry Haynes took care of the
sound effects.
Bernard Radley was in charge of ticket distribution, while Norman Alexander looked
after the "front of the house". To these members, to their- corps of assistants,
and to all who helped in other ways the grateful thanks of the Club are tendered.

- 5 A Friend in Need, Misfortune has dogged the footsteps of Archibald Brown in recent years. In an endeavour to assist, Fred Haines with his customary generosity
donated a painting with the idea that it should be raffled. The painting, "Swamp
Elm", a fine example of Fredfs work, was on-exhibition in the Club for a couple
of weeks and we saw many envious eyes gazing upon it. Murray Brown took charge
of the ticket sale. His task was made light by the worthiness of the cause and
by the excellence of the prize. The draw took place at the monthly dinner and,
as a result, Arnold Mason has another Haines picture to add to his collection.
J. E. Middleton has written a poem on Archibald Brown.
to many members it is given below:
OF

AH

As it will be of interest

ELDER ARTIST

Wide-eyed he looked at the world
Over-run with a mystical splendor;
From the sheen of a gnat's wing
To a wild November sunset
(Banners of red and gold on a lowering sky.)
Or he looked at his friends in wonder,
Goodness and deviltry mixed, but mysteries all.
Never he understood the majesty
Of a soaring hawk or an old street fiddler
Playing Mendelssohn for an idle nickel or so,
But love for them and the brave encircling world
Flowed over him in a warm, resistless tide.
So with a twenty-color palette and brushes,
Oils and tempera, even with colored chalks,
Day after lonely day with unending skill
He sought to fix forever some breath of beauty,
Some fleeting sight of transcendent loveliness
For me, and for others who never could understand,
Since we were dull of heart and too sure of eye
And called for definite lines and patterns, such
Arrangements as mathematicians- makeI
He smiled, and worked away on the mists which, for him,
Enrobed all beauty in man or in daisied field,
Spelled all the great and wonderful works of God.
Now he is poor and ill, and too soon may die,
For he prayed too much with oils and with tempera
With brushes and palette, even with colored chalks,
And felt too keenly the infinite wonder of things
To catch the mode of the noisy market-place.
J. E. MIDDLETON

- 6 Viola and Piano, On Monday, April 30th, Cyril Glyde, the distinguished English
violist, and our own Reg. Godden will give a joint recital in the Club in aid of
C.A.G, Matthews1 Overseas Parcels Fund.
Mr, Glyde for the past year has been a member of the Hart House Quartette. He is
particularly interested in English music and so a large part of the programme will
be devoted to this.
Reg. will include in his solo programme a group of modern Russian pieces by Shostakovich and Prokofieff on whom he is fast becoming an authority.
Do you know that Alan Wilkie and his wife have recently made several professional
appearances in Pennsylvania? — that their fall bookings include Cleveland, Buffalo and Pittsburgh? -~ that we may shortly expect to see Alan in Toronto en route
to Muskoka? .--• that each Tuesday until the beginning of July, at 9 p.m. over CJBC,
you can hear an unusually good concert orchestra, conducted by Ettore Mazzoleni?
— that the "Globe and Mail" reports that one of three things which influenced a
Manitoban to move to Toronto is the excellence of our Club shows? — that a visitor
from England remarked of "One John Smith", "I felt as if I were at a West-End theatre"? — that Ned Prattfs "Brebeuf and His Brethren" was given a repeat performance over the air a couple of weeks ago? — that Geoff Hatton starred for the sixnight G. & S. presentation by Simpson Avenue United Church Choir? —• that Geoff
sang The Judge in "Trial by Jury" and Sir Joseph Porter in "H.M.S. Pinafore"? —
that Gus Bridlefs Club history is expected to be ready for distribution early in
May? — that George Lambert is to act as adjudicator at the Algoma, Niagara Falls,
and Lincoln County Music Festivals? — that Barker Fairleyfs "Art - Canadians,
For the use of" continues to be widely read all across the Dominion? ~ that Lome
Pierce plans to re-issue as a booklet the number of the Royal Architectural Society Journal referred to in the March Monthly which dealt with Community Centres? ~
that the current "University of Toronto Quarterly" has a most interesting article
on Ned Pratt, written by E.K. Brown? — that our Saturday lunches grow in favour
and that these particularly afford out-of-town members an opportunity to meet their
fellow-members? •- that E.A. Dalefs son F/0 Hugh Dale is marrying his 'opposite
number1 S/0 Elinor Reid in the Chapel of the University of Glasgow? — that the
best man will be another son, N.A. 2, W.S.A. Dale of the Fleet Air Arm, while yet
another son Lt. T,R. Dale, Canadian Naval Records Officer, will also attend? —
that Mr* Walter Allward is looking forward to the day when he can visit Vimy Ridge
and inspect and repair the Canadian War Memorial? — that your editor cordially
thanks the many members who have supplied him with the information from which this
letter has been compiled? — tU&fe ha requests all members to keep up the good work?
«»»r that news items should be addressed to N*mnan Ingram at the Club?

IN

MEMORIAM

THE MANY MEMBERS WHO KNEW THE VERY REV, RICHARD ROBERTS, MODERATOR
OF THE UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA FROM 1934 TO 1936, ARE SADDENED AT
THE NEWS OF HIS DEATH IN A NURSING HOME IN NEW YORK.
DR. ROBERTS WAS A VERY VALUED MEMBER OF THE CLUB UNTIL HE LEFT TORONTO, A WELSHMAN BY BIRTH,DR. ROBERTS HELD PASTORATES IN ENGLAND,
NEW YORK AND MONTREAL BEFORE COMING TO SHERBOURNE STREET UNITED
CHURCH IN TORONTO. THE SINCERE SYMPATHY OF THE CLUB IS EXTENDED
TO MRS. ROBERTS AND TO HIS DAUGHTERS.
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THE gYDE-QODDM RECITAL

There was a large audience for the unusual recital of music for viola and piano
given by Cyril Glyde and Reginald (Sodden on Monday evening, April 30• The programme included a Handel concerto for viola, a sonata for viola and piano by
York Bowen, a contemporary English composer - as 'gentlemanly1 a piece of music
as you might expect, of much originality and charm - a group of modern Russian
pieces for piano, and a final group of short pieces for viola and piano by such
English composers as Vaughan Williams and Gordon Jacobs,
Glyde made a real impression as a violist, and will be a welcome new member of
the Club; and Godden as soloist> accompanistt and orchestra made it clear that
he is rapidly going places. He was also most ingratiating and helpful as a commentator.
The recital was for the benefit of Chuck Matthews1 Overseas Parcels Fund, Thanks
must go for the success of the evening to Ettore Mazjsoleni, Chaiman of the Entertainment Committee, to the artists and all those who collaborated - the ticket-sellers, ushers, lighting-expert, Mrs. Webster and staff, etc. - and above all
to Kit Carson who, at a moment's notice, managed to outfit the pianist from the
Club's wardrobe when it was found that Godden had brought in his suitcase everything that is necessary to the well-dressed artist who is making a public appearance on the platf03m, except coat and pants 1
AM OUTSTANDING LUNCHEON SPEAKER
Allard de Ridder, conductor of the Ottawa Symphony Orchestra, spoke to us at luncheon on May 11. His brief talk, packed full of business-like and w^tty truths,
showed us how easy it is for an artist to sell his wares - providing £e isn't
afraid to ask questions. While in Ottawa with the Hart House Quartet two years
ago,
at a reception in Government House, de Ridder asked Her Excellency Princess
Alice, "How is it that so important and beautiful a city as Ottawa has no symphony orchestra?" That did it! Although a viola player by training, de Ridder
had devoted most of his efforts to conducting - having done so in his native
Holland and in Canada where he established the Vancouver Symphony until Sir Thomas
Beecham took over, N6w he has the nucleus of a fine orchestra in^Ottawa; with the
promise of his sponsor the A. J. Freiman CcU (Ottawa?£ leading department store)
to build tip' a firat;-class symphony as,soon as possible* •

CLASSIFICATION OF [PROFESSIONAL MEMBERS

There are at present 238 Professional Members, 124 Non-Professional Members and
91 Non-Resident Members, The Professional Members are classed under the traditional L-A-M-P-S categories as follows:
Literature:

Architecture:

Writers, Editors, Authors, Journalists
Drama
UniversityLibrarian
Educationalists
Playwrights
Radio
Architects
Landscape Architects

45
20
15
1
3
2
5

91

19
_1_

20

Music:

Musicians, Organists, Singers

49

49

Painting:

Artists, Painters
Etchers
Commercial Artists
Interior Decorators
Designers
Photographers
Cinematographer

50
2
3
5
12
3
1_

76

2

Sculpture:

TOTAL

2
238

At a recent meeting of the executive coiomittee it was carried unanimously that
"It is the opinion of the executive committee that no further applications for
membership shall be considered for the present."
CLUB EXHIBITIONS
To Nick Hornyansky, Chairman of the Pictures Committee we are indebted for the
following notes on recent Club exhibitions:
"Jack Martinfs exhibition threw a sudden sharp light on that often questioned hybrid term painter-etcher. An artist, who, like
Jack, can express a landscape with evasive, hair-sharp lines in
his ultra fine dry-point prints, handles the brush differently.
Within a restraint colour harmony he tackles the graphic components of his canvas with enviable deftness and also cock-sure bravado. His woodcuts, which connect the two parts of his show are
also of surprising completeness. Cheers and welcome to a fine new
member*"
oOo——

- 3"Much delight and much horror was caused by the post-dimensional
section of this year's O.S.A. exhibit at the Club. Many pictures had to have special indication as to which was the top!
In the fresh and breezy atmosphere engendered by this exhibition,
our own old Owen Staples' picture attracted special attention."
0O0
"For the summer show there is on the walls next seasonfs touring
exhibition of the Painter-Etchers Society."
0O0
ADDITIONS TO THE CLUB LIBRARY
Lome Pierce: A Canadian People
This is a provocative book in which the author states with great frankness his
ideas and prejudices about Canada and the Canadian people.
Read this book - it will provide food for thought.
"C. W» JEFFERYS:

THE PICTURE GALLERY OF CANADIAN HISTORY ("VOL. II)

Just three years ago Dr0 Jefferys1 first volume in this series was published.
Now Volume II is on the market and we await with-interest the third and concluding volume. Volume II covers the period 1763-1830.
We have no hesitation, in describing "The Picture Gallery of Canadian History"as one of the most important series to come from a Canadian press. Throughout
the centuries to come these books will be referred to and studied with gratitude. Future generations will be under the debt to Dr. Jefferys for this valuable source material.
THE TORONTO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Toronto Conservatory of Music is now in its fifty-ninth year and is said to
be the largest organization of its kind in the British Empire. It is part of
the University of Toronto and, in the Conservatory proper and in its twenty-three
branches, nearly 7,000 students are registered. The chairman of the Boarcl of
Governors, H. H. Bishop, and the Vice-Chairman, Floyd S. Chalmers, are both Club
members. In addition half a dozen other Club members serve on the Board of Governors.

~ 4 Following the untimely passing of Norman Wilks, who was a member of the Club
executive committee at the time of his death, Dr. Charles Bsaker served as Acting-Principal. Dr. Peaker has now been appointed Administrative Director under
a reorganization and plan of expansion, Ettore Mazzoleni, Vice-President of
the Club, has been appointed Principal. A senior school is being established
and Dr. Arnold Walter has been appointed Vice-Principal in charge of the senior
school.
These three appointments are indeed popular and well-merited. Gentlemen, your
fellow members congratulate you and extend to you their best wishes.
NEW MEMBERS
Since the last monthly letter Fletcher Markle, author
and actor, and J, Cyril Glyde, viola player with the
Hart House Quartette,have been elected to Club membership. We welcome these gentlemen and look forward to
making their acquaintance. We hope that they will become regular attenders at Club functions.

THE CLUB'S WAS EFFORT

With the war in Europe over, members of the Club have very good reason to be
proud of their war effort, the full extent of which few members are aware.
51 Members of the club have enlisted for active service. Of these 7 served as
Official Canadian War Records Artists. (In the last war when the average
age of members was much lower than now the club had 52 members on active,
service.)
141 Sons, 11 daughters and
have enlisted.

5 grandsons of members (of whom we have record)

155 Different Families are represented in the above enlistments of 208 persons.
Supreme Sacrifice - Two club members have made the supreme sacrifice - Sir
Frederick G. Banting, and G. Steven Cartwright, Eleven members have lost
sons in this war viz: - Reg. W. Capel, A. H. Chapman, E. A. Corbett, R. Y.
Eaton, H. T. Jamieson, G. E. Jackson, L.A.C. Panton, E. R, PuOlph, C. R.
Sanderson, Ja J. Vaughan, W. H. Wright. These have the sympathy of all
members.
One club member has served in World War I and the present war. Seven members who served in the last war have sons and daughters serving this time.
Two club members had four of their family on active service, four had
three, and thirty-one had two serving.

~ 5 Ranks - The club has representatives in all ranks of the three services, frcM
ordinary seaman, private and L.A.C. to Major General.
Decorations - Members and sons have been awarded the O.B.E., M.B.E., MilitaryCross, D.F.C., A.F.C., and numerous other forms of recognition.
Landseair Club - Since the early days of the war the Arts & Letters Club has
been closely associated with the work of the Landseair Club. This club
has had on file names of Arts & Letters Club members who expressed a desire to entertain personnel of the services in their homes over-night,
for week-ends, or longer periods. No record has been kept but many men
have enjoyed this hospitality.
The Landseair Club was early informed that all personnel of the services
would be assured of a cordial welcome at the Arts & Letters Club. Just
how many men in the services we have had the pleasure of welcoming to
luncheon cannot be estimated, but the number has been large.
In addition we have also contributed a total of $1,863.35 to the work of
the Landseair Club.
241 Overseas Parcels - For the past three years every member of the club, also
every son, daughter and grandson of a member (of whom we have record) was
sent a box at Christmas time if he or she was overseas. A total of 241
such parcels have been forwarded. Letters from practically all recipients
testify to the fact the contents were well chosen and much appreciated.
Over 200,000 Cigarettes have been sent overseas in more than 700 parcels,
the present time these are going forward every month.
Financial Summary - To date more than
efforts, as follows:

:,000.00

At

has been raised for various war

Overseas Parcel Fund Proceeds from Raffles
Cash Donations
Net Proceeds from Recital

132.30
1,647*00
100.00

1,879.30

Donated to Landseair Club March 1941 - 3 nights of Spring Revue
October 1943 - Play
May 1944 - Play

1,281.35
196,00
586.00

1,863.35

Donations to other Organizations In addition to our contribution to the Landseair
Club, plays have been produced at the Club for
British Seamen, Royal Canadian Artillery, and I.
O.D.E. groups, who have jointly benefitted to the
extent of
—
TOTAL

425.00
| 4,167,65

- 6 -.
Contribution of Talent - While the above is a resume of the activity of club
members as a group, mention should also be made of the services so freely
given by members in a private capacity. Musicians, actors, painters,
writers, architects and others since the outbreak of the war have beeij
giving of their talents unselfishly and unstintingly. Other members have
been active in organization and.administrative work in connection with
Victory Loan campaigns, Red Cross, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, Department of Munitions and Supply, and many other projects all relating to the
war effort.
We are proud of the part that our members and their relatives have played,
"THE STUDIO"
Special attention is directed to the April issue of "The Studio", now on the
Club library table.. This number, sent us by the British Council, is a special
Canadian number. In addition to photographs of the work of such members as
Arthur Lismer, A# Y. Jackson, C. F. Comfort, and Emanuel Hahn, there is an introduction by Vincent Massey, an article by A. Y. Jackson, and a credit to H.
0. McCurry, Director of the National Gallery of Canada, "without whose valuable
help this issue could not have materialized."
— — 0O0—-

Do you know that G. D # Atkinson acted as adjudicator at the Port Colborne Musical Festival, and also at the Peel County Festival at Port Credit in the
Piano Classes? — - t h a t Earle Grey played in the recent Royal Alexandra productions of "Hamlet" and "Romeo and Juliet"? —
that the Club has no record
of the present address of Yvon Doucet? — that any member knowing the address is
asked to pass it on to Harry Tedman?
that the attendance at Club luncheons
shows a steady increase?
that this is largely due to the excellent meals
provided by Mrs. Webster under the direction of Chairman-of-the-House-Committee
George McMurtrie?
that if you don't lunch at the Club frequently you are
really missing something? —
that new furniture designed by Murray Brown and
Archie Chisholm and made by Jack Ridpath now graces the council room?
that
Fred Haines is working on a scheme of mural decorations for this room?
that the Drama Committee has, with regret, been forced to abandon plans for
the production of the new Shaw play?
that the Glyde-Godden recital concluded the^ entertainment programme until after the summer? — - that Major
Charles Comfort had no less than twenty-six works on exhibition at the Art
Gallery in the recent show of War Artists? - — that E, R. Rolph has re-opened
his office at 1164 Bay Street? —
that Godfrey Ridout composed incidental
music for the Royal Alexandra production of "Romeo and Juliet"? —
that nonresident member T. Reginald Sloan has written a new victory song "Victory
Recessional"? — - that Ettore Mazzoleni has been adding to his laurels as Guest
Conductor at the "Proms"? —
that Earle Grey was arrested by the F.B.I. - no
less than sixteen times during the Royal Alexandra run of "Anything Goes"? * —

- 7 -

that in the same production we enjoyed the performance of that clever youngster
Donald Dainty who was recently seen in a Club production? — — that we enjoyed
a couplet in one of the duets: "You're my idol, you're a word by Augustus
Bridle"? — — that we didn't know, until we turned on the radio the other night,
that Bernard Braden is a singer as well as an accomplished actor?
that
thanks are due to Harold Gully for his donation of coat-hangers to the Club?
that 4 stage sketches by Archie Chisholm have been hung in the Green Room?
— — that Rene d'Harnoncourt of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, gave us an
interesting luncheon address? — - that Elie Spivak was guest artist at the Boston "Pops" on June 26? — - that Frank Appleton is still confined to his house
but is making progress?
that included in the cast of "The Johnny Home Show"
which has its premiere over CBL on July 13 are Wilfrid Khapp, Frank Peddie,
Tommy Tweed, Bernard Braden and Alan Pearce?
that the next Monthly Letter
will appear in September?

Norman Ingram, Editor,
at the Club.

July 11th, 1945,
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MESSAGE

V\FE ARE NOW ENTERING ON THE THIRTY-EIGHTH YEAR OF THE CLUB AND IT BEHOOVES
EVERY MEMBER TO EXAMINE HIMSELF TO ASCERTAIN WHAT IS HIS PULL MEASURE OF
INTEREST IN THE CLUB,
THOSE MEMBERS, AND THERE ARE A GREAT NUMBER OF THEM, WHO SERVED OVERSEAS,
WILL SOON BE COMING BACK, AND WE WANT THEM TO KNOW THAT WE CARRIED ON THE
CLUB CAPABLY AND EARNESTLY DURING THEIR ABSENCE,
00 NOT LET US BE A CUT-FLOWER CLUB, ARRANGED FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS, BUT A
CLUB DEEPLY ROOTED AND WFTH PERENNIAL BLOOM.
ONE OF OUR REGULAR FUNCTIONS IS THE EVERYDAY LUNCHEON, BUT LUNCHEON CLUBS
ARE A DIME A DOZEN, SO TVIAT OUR LUNCHEON MUST BE PARTICULARLY ATTRACTIVE,
IT CAN ONLY BE SO IF YOU ARE THERE EVERY DAY, OR AS OFTEN AS YOU CAN BE*
MEMBERS HAVE FROM TIME TO TIME SPOKEN TO ME CRITICIZING SOME FEATURE OF
THE CLUB, BUT I HAVE YET TO HEAR ONE MEMBER SAY THAT THE LUNCHEONS WERE
POOR OR BORING. THE TRUTH IS THEY ARE UNIQUE AND STIMULATING. FOR THOSE
MEMBERS WHO HAVE NOT ATTENDED THE NOONDAY LUNCHEONS FREQUENTLY, I BESPEAK
AN ADDED INTEREST IN THE CLUB IN THE FORM OF ATTENDANCE.

GEORGE T. PEPALL,
PRESIDENT

"The Canada Foundation*1 - Feeling sure that a number of members would be interested, at the request of the President, one of our members, Walter B* Hebert, Ottawa,
has submitted the following information in regard to it;
"Members should welcome with more than ordinary interest the
recently-announced incorporation of "THE CANADA FOUNDATION'*.
The new organization's promoters declare a sturdy determine*
tion to provide a national clearing-house service for the arts
and financial backing for Canadian cultural activities on a
broad and businesslike scale. The Foundation is to be financed
by non-government funds and intends to operate mainly by assisting agencies. The over-all objective of the Foundation is:~
f
To further the development of the Canadian nation and to promote,
both at home and abroad, wider knowledge and better understanding
of the life and thought of the Canadian people, fn

- 2 •A breakdown of this main objective is available on application to Walter B. Hebert,
Director> The Canada Foundation, 788 Ottawa Electric Building, Ottawa,
At. .Lunch> Dr. Frieder Weisman, the gay Conductor of the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra > was a guest for lunch on Friday, August 10, and spoke amusingly of life in
Blenos Aires, where he conducted from 1934 to 1937 at the Teatro Colon. From his
description, Buenos Aires must be a musicians1 paradise, with wine'until the dawn,
women and song all the time, and only the shortest rehearsals• Let us hope that
his indirect admonitions to us to avoid talking business at lunch will not be taken
seriously by our professional members.
In the Money! - We are proud to draw your attention to the fact that Fletcher Markle
has won one of the five $1,500* literary fellowships awarded by 20th Century-Fox
Films, The purpose of these awards is to enable servicemen-authors to finish a novel,
or play.-of which they had furnished an outline. Mr. Markle is at work on a novel,
partly biographical, called "There Was a Young Man". Although young in years, Mr.
Markle is an old and experienced writer and we look forward to the completion of this
novel. We shall also keep our weather-eye on the marquee at the Imperial!

-WELCOME TO

THE FOLD!-

Recently elected to club membership were H. Oswald Stacey, Artist; Leslie G. Wookey, Artist; and J. V. Taberner,Non~Ite8ident.
In addition Main Johnson, Editor, (who resigned a few yearsago)
has been re-instated to membership*
We welcome these gentlemen; we hope they will make full
the Club; and we look forward to meeting them.

use of

Exchange Privileges - H. J. Ward, treasurer of the Arts Club of Montreal was a .recent luncheon visitor. His visit suggested to us that we remind you that the Arts
and Letters Club has exchange privileges with the Arts Club. This club is located
at 2027 Victoria Street, Montreal. Both lunch and an evening meal are served and
our members are assured of a cordial welcome.
We remind you also that we have exchange privileges with the Sal^magundi Club of New
York, and with the Savage Club of London, England.
Russia Today - Professor H. A. Innis spoke to us at a recent luncheon of his trip by
air across the Bering Straits and by way of Siberia to Moscow, where he attended as
a Canadian representative, a convention of Scientists from all parts of the United
Nations. He told of the amazing growth of cities and town acros Siberia as a result of the transfer of industries from the Ukraine during the war; of the low
standard of living, crowded apartments, lack of consumer goods, poverty of clothing. In this respect it was noted how the arts are used to support and glorify
the revolution.
In the theatres, at the opera, and the ballet, the richness of
staging and costumes — representing the Czarist regime — are in sharp contrast
with the drab appearance of the audience.
The close censorship of news released to the press, makes it extremely difficult
to know what is going on in Russia, and elsewhere. .There appeared to be no inteiv
est in Canadian events, the Russian newspapers apparently completely ignoring the
recent Dominion elections. The Russians admit that in medicine they have lost

ground during the war — but in the field of natural sciences great advances
been made. Illiteracy has almost completely disappeared* The enormous job of rebuilding Russia would appear to provide a ready market for capital goods for some
years to come* It is obvious th&t Stalin lias the devotion of the Russian people,
but it is apparent that he and his political associates fotm a bureaucratic power
group far more rightist in thoir thinking than is generally recognized in this
country.
It was refreshing to hear about Russia without the usual accompaniment of hysteria,
One could wish that Professor Innis had had a more extended opportunity to observe
the Russian experiment in operation. We need people who can talk objectively
fairly and quietly about this groat nation,
NICK HORNYANSKTS DRAWINGS ~ Cno wondered if Nick had the impulse to etch after
building this collection of drawings, or, having a yen to etch, made the drawings.
Whatever the impulse we were grateful for the opportunity to enjoy such a delightful collection. In these days of hurry and hustle artists donft seem to have the
time to draw and draw and draw*
It was stimulating to study these intimate bits of old world architecture and in
imagination to revisit interesting streets, by-ways and cathedrals; all the typical
buildings that make the old world thrilling to us of the new. It was borne home
to us that to be an etcher one must be a master of draftsmanship.
— 7IGGQ

KIEL

We mourn the passing of Viggo Kihl.
Born in Copenhagen, son of a sea captain^ he came to Toronto
over thirty years ago.
He was one of the most valued members
of the Conservatory staff, a discerning teacher and a wise examiner o His pupils are to be found all over Canada and in many
other countries,, Well knoxvn to the public through his recitals, he had a large and faithful followinge
Those of us privileged to know him in the Club enjoyed his
rich personality,his musical skill, and his abounding interest
in, and knowledge of, practically every cultural field.
We have lost a valued friend and club member.
sincere sympathy to his wife and two sons*

We extend

our

Our Monthly Dinners ~ These dinners are a great feature of our Club life. That
they are enjoyed by members is obvious from the large attendances• The first dinner of the season is to be held on Saturday evening, September 22. The Entertainment Committee under Ettore Mazzoleni is working on the programme and a special
announcement will be sent to you, In tlio meantime make a note of the date and plan
to be present. A special invitation is extended to our new members.

- 4 The Jeffery'g &xfaifrit * S6.rn.uch interest is being shown in this exhibit that it is
being retained for a week i&nger than planned originally. By request Mr. Jefferys
has written the following unusiially interesting note:
"These drawings were made from 45 to 58 years ago. The earliest,
dating from 1887, is a study of Mr. George A* Reid, ReC.A. in cowboy costume, as he posed for a class of young art students, to
whom he gave free instruction and the use of his studio for a couple
of nights a week. He and his wife, Mary Heister Reid, A.R.CA.,
herself a painter of distinction; occupied quarters on the top floor
of a building on King Street, East, on the site of the King Edward
Hotel, I am glad to have this drawing of him, and another made some
four years later, as souvenirs of a life-long friend to whom I and
Others owe a debt of gratitude for his sympathetic interest, help
and encouragement in our youthful days* Tho sketches of him show
the style of hair dressing then adopted by artists who had studied
in Pfeiris, and evidently followed a fashion set by several eminent
French painters of that period, as Eastien Lepage, Dagnan-Bouveret,
etc. I am similarly indebted to the late Charles M. Manly, A.R.C.A.,
who initiated me and Fred Brigden into the mysteries of water-colour
painting, which he practised with skill and feeling. We can never
forget him as the genial comrade on many sketching trips in Quebec
and older Ontario.
"Among our contemporaries of 50 years ago were the late Robert
Holmes, R.C#A*, the painter of Canadian wild flowers, whose pic\
turesque cape coate was noticeable, and R. Weir Crouch, a designer
j
with a poetic fancy, whose Wellingtonian nose won for him from his
|
intimate friends the nickname of %The Eukef. W. D. Blatchly, old
I
English to the narrow, a clever water-colourist, and William Cruik- \
shank were among our elders. The sketches of them, with those of
Gr. A. Reid, indicate that in the Nineties, luxuriant beards were
more prominent features in the landscape than in this clean-shaven
era,
"The sketches of Americans of the same time illustrate types that
are now almost extinct. The razor has swept away the picturesque
whiskers and the walrus moustachee Gone too are the long voluminous skirts, and the shirt-waist of the girls, but the pie plate
and flower pot hat have recurred from time to time* as we can see
today.
"Some localities still survive much as they were half a century
ago* Market Lane, on Church Street, just south of King, may still
be seen, and the cottages at the western entrance to old Fort York
are still there^ though shorn of some of their accessories, and
generally spruced up.
n

A re-visit a few years ago to the St. Lawrence and Richelieu neighbourhood revealed some beneficient changes, particularly a vast improvement in the roads, which 50 years ago were sloughs of mud with
every rainfall. Other changes were less praiseworthy, notably in the
alterations and amputations which some of the churches have suffered.

- 5 "The graceful belfries and the slender ffleche! have been displaced
only too often by clumsy structures entirely out of scale and character
with the facade and the building in general. The rivers have lost the
bluff-bowed hay and cord-wood barges whose large square main sails and
triangular top sails were characteristic features. Many of the stone
wind-mills remain, though without their sweeps and no longer in use.
That at Vercheres has been utilized as a light house and channel mark.
"Most of the figure sketches were made in the course of my work as a
newspaper artist in the days before photographic illustration. The
streets, the parks, public gatherings and ceremonies provided an inexhaustible supply of human types. No art school could give such a wide
variety of character and natural action. Beside this real life going
on, unconscious of observation, the posed models of the studio were mere
lay figures> stiff, awkward and mechanical. If I have been able to depict in any degree natural and characteristic action it is due to the
practice of jotting down such rapid notes direct from life, recording
the essential facts of attitude and movement.
"The letters N.D.S.L, on some of the drawings indicate that they were
made in accordance with a compact which several of the art students of
the time made with each other. We undertook to make a drawing or sketch
every day. The initials were those of the motto of the group: fNulla
Dies Sine Linea1 - No day without a line., Robert Holmes, the originator •
of the idea, supplied the Latin. At the end of the month we met for dinner at Harry Webbfs or some other restaurant and spent the evening look-*
ing over the drawings. The daily habit resulted in our setting down in
some form, however slight, a record of things seen, and of ideas for future pictorial expression."
Do you know that Andrew Allan1s "Stage 46" will be heard on the air commencing October 7? - that burglars visited the home of cur president during the summer and
stole his Georgian silver? - that they departed with several other Georgian articles? - that Sir Ernest MacMillan is now home from Austrialia and is already in harness conducting at the Proms? - that he brought back ooiaa Australian music which we
look forward to hearing? - that we hope "Chuck" Matthews invites him to speak of
his experiences at a club luncheon? - that the P3nincipalfs office at the Conservatory has been redecorated by Archie Chisholm? - that we have been pleased to notice
A. T. DeLury lunching at the Club several times during the summer? - where Ralph
Magee was at 3:16 a.m. on V.J. Day? - that Godfrey Ridout and Geoff Hatton will
produce "Patience" at Victoria College in December? ~ that the other night at the
Prom Sir Ernest MacMillan conducted the premiere of M s new composition "Fantasia
on Sea Chanties"? - that attendance at Club luncheons (the best lunch in town)
shows a steady increase and that with the opening of the fall season we look for a
further increase? - that the drama committee is working on a production for the
nights of October 18, 19 and 20? - that the annual mosting of the Club will be held
on Saturday, October 13? - that we hear rumors that a Club Revue may be held this
winter if certain difficulties can be overcome? - that we plan to provide a microphone for speakers at club luncheons? - that the Club history is almost ready and
that we hope to distribute it during September? « that Rega Gcdden will leave
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shortly for New York where he expects to spend about a year? - that after exhibition in the Club, Adrian Dingle's portrait of Healey Willan will be hung in the
Conservatory? - that Alan Wilkie (now living in Erie, Pa.) has written his reminiscences and is looking for a publisher? - that Bill Humphreys has sailed to England on a business trip? <- that the next exhibit on the Club walls will be the
work of Sid Hallam? - that Scott Malcolm has built a boat which, with an outboard
motor, has obtained a speed of 20 m#p.h#? - that we enjoyed Harold Gullyfs article
"Let Me Plan Your Vacation" in "The Symbol?"- that items for the next Monthly Letter should be sent to Norman Ingram, at the Club?

0O0

September 17, 1945
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PRESIDENT MAZZOLEWI SAYS:
AT T I C BEGINNING OF EACH NEW YEAR W E WISE MEN Of OLD ARE SAID TO HAVE
DEDICATED THE FIRST MCMFH TO THE FRAMING OF THE PUTUfte I N T I C LIGHT OF
TIC

PAST.

WHICH

A mm

IN ITSELF

CUSTOM.

Tic

NEW YEAR QPEIM FOR US I N TIME or

I S CAUSE FOR PROFOUND IMWARO

REJOICING*

PEACE,

BUT I T CAN

MEAN A TIME Of REACf I ON AND RESTORATION RAWER THAN RECGf«TfiUCT§GiSl A W
ffNWQVATfON,

IN TIC,CLUB IT MEANS THAT WE CAN SHARE AQAIN WITH THOSE RETURNING AND

WITH EVERYGfC ABOUT US THE FREEDOM OF OPINION A W TIC PELLGiiSfif P OF
SPIRIT THAT WE HAVE ALWAYS SHARED AND W A T ARE THE TRUE PURPOSES OF
1IC CLUB., • ,
IT IS A GREAT HONOUR TO BE ELECTED PRESIDENT AT THIS TIME. AND 1 AM
VERY HAPPY Af© VERY PROUD,' BUT IT IS AN HONOUR NOT WITHOUT RESPONSE
BIUTYJAND NO ONE WOULD CARE TO ASSUME THAT RESPONSIBILITY WITHOUT THE
SUPPORT OF A StRGNG EXECUTIVE AND TIC RILL CO-OPERATION OF THE MEMBERSHIP,,
'
' '
THE •SHIRTSLEEVES DEMOCRACY1 LIVES ON. BUT HAS ANYONE A-SHIRT TO SPARE
THESE DAYS FOR THE PRESIDENT?

^
j
^
^
The attendance was one of the largest in the history of '
the Club - but. then why not? Arts and Letters Club Annual Meetings are not
as other Annual Meetings, Where else will you hear a constitution sung? Where
else, when the reading of the notice calling the meeting is waived, will you
find the pianist start up the Doxology? And where, when the minutes of the
last A*G«M» are taken as read will you hear "How Dry 1 Am11 sung by a lusty male
chorus?
But, those-few^of-you-who-werenft-there, donft imagine * that the A#G»M# was simply a frolic• Bather we had a chairman who knew how to keep everyone in good
humour and how to close a meat ing1 by 9:45 p»m.

Dinner
George
mittee
sent a

and the preliminaries over, Resident Bspall,. duly robed took the chair*
Mdiurtri© presented an encouraging report as chairman of the House Com- sat dowa, only to bob up again in his capacity as Treasurer to prevery satisfactory financial statement,

Walter Moorhouse, chairman of the Membership Committee presented a careful analysis of our membership stating that we had 239 ftofessional Members> 124
lon-J^ofessional and 90 Non-Hesident, This represents an Increase over last
year of 37•
A Revised and Imended Constitution was passed unanimously* We understand that
only the fact that he is a dignified member of the Executive prevented Napier
from moving ftfhat the Constitution be taken as sung11.
Sttore Mazzoleni presented the report of the Entertainment Committee and reaarksd that ftnowadays^ for a seven o f clock Club dinner no one arrives later
than six-thirty"•
liehoias Hornyansky said that the aim of the Pictures Committee had'been to
make the work of some of our brilliant young painter members better knowi to
the Club at large.
Napier llbore reported that it is planned to- produce a Spring Eevue' the week of
November 26, flAe soon as Chuck Matthews reports the house sold out11 he saidf
"rehearsals will commencem9
The Bresident waxmly thanked Chuck Matthews for the painstaking and efficient
service rendered to the Club in'the operation of the Overseas Creels Fund,
The ballot resulted in the following being elected to office for 1945-462
Resident;
Vic.e«]fresident!
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Associate Secretary!
Executive Committee:

Ittore Mazzolenl
Fred Haines
George Mdlurtrie
Augustus Bridle
Harry Tedman
George Lambert, Healey Willan,
Ivor Lewis, Ted Watson, and
Bruce Matson*

In addition the following elected last year, continue to serve on the Executive Committee for 1945-48:
Walter Moorhouse,
Fred Silvester,
No m a n Ingram,
Napier Moore and •
Kit Carson.

• 3 Hetiring Resident George Jfepall delivered a very touching valedictory and in-'
vested Kttore Mazzoleni with the Hobe and Chain of Office. #ln a brief speech
Mazzoleni voiced the thanks of the Club to George IBepall for the splendid service he has rendered to the Club*
^ g - ^ a ^ pX The Jlulb - In the near future each member will have received
his complimentary copy of this very interesting work* If any member wishes
extra'copies ($1,50 each) it is suggested that he write to the Secretary.
The Club is further in debt to Member #1 for the careful and painstaking manner
in which he performed this labour of love. To go back over a period of thirtyseven years and produce a book such as this is no easy task. Sir, your fellow
members - salute youI
Thanks are also due to the Riblication Committee composed of Fred Haines, Frank
Oarmichael and A# J# Gasson, assisted by Lome Pierce.
It so happens that as we write we have before us a copy of an early issue of
ft
The lampsff sent us by the kindness of Billy Alexander. The Editorial Committee is listed as Locke, Jefferys, Grier and Bridle, and the publication bears
the date ffDecember 1910ft. Turn now to page 9 of ^The Story of the - Clubff where
we find the date given as 1912. But what is this to a Club -which holds the
1942 Spring levue in the Fall of 1945? Further research in the Big Book reveals a copy of "The Lampsff dated January 1910 whereas'the issue of October
1911 bears "Vol. I, No. lft !fl
larla Grey, who has captained the dramatic efforts of the
Club with such great enthusiasm and capability, was debarred by pressure of
business, from reporting at the Annual'Meeting and now submits the following
report respecting improvements in equipment during the last three years:
ff

The dressing rooms under the stage have been reconverted, decorated and rendered draught-proof. They are now second to none
for convenience and comfort. A lock-up room has been provided for
the safe storage, of our valuable lighting equipment, which now
no longer lies mouldering in odd corners, A large Wardrobe loom,
which can also serve as an extra dressing-roomf has been built
for our Costume Director, and our collection of costumes are now
properly stored and free from the benediction of coal dust. A
new Property Boom of ample size and with adequate shelving has
been fitted up and proper accommodation found for our scenery.
On the stage a first-class sound equipment has been installedt
which can be used for recorded musical concerts, incidental music
to plays, and virtually unlimited ••sound effects11. The whole lighting system has been overhauledt reconditioned and extended, A con*
siderab.le amount of scenery has also been built which is -capable of

a variety of uses* To all these has been added a Green Room,
which, when completed, will be a Yaluable amenity for artists
during performances and also serve as a most useful extra rehearsal room.11
We are indebted to William Colgate for the following
review of this
ff

Ihe members of the Arts and letters 'Club have long known Nicholas
Hornyansl^f as an etcher of charming aquatints in colour. Lately
they have had the opportunity, granted but seldom, to 3mow him as
an accomplished interpreter of Europe's ancient buildings and byways 'in pencil. Both mediums he handles seemingly with the effortless mastery of one intimate with his tools, fully aware of
their capacity for fall and sensitive expression, and employing
them with an engaging certitude and ease.
His studies of old houses, bridges, churches, shops, and universities, examples of Gothic architecture, are not surface impressions merely, but are infused with feeling and insight, and as
portraitsf exhibit a close knowledge of their essential character.
The fine old structures, still beautiful in their stateliness and
pride stand upright, or, crumbling with the weight of years, lean
wearily against each other, as. if huddled together, for wamth and
support. Eroding Time has mellowed while it marred. These medieval relics of Brugesf Amsterdam, Ghent, Leiden, Malines, Courtrai
and Antwerp having escaped, as one hopes, the ravages of war, remain historical monuments of lasting interest and rare valuef no
less than precious records of a tranquil beauty in whose lineaments
may be read the customs and traditions of a bygone time now strangely
remote from our own.
Much might be made of the poetry implicit in Mr,. HornyansJqrfs drawings; the ceaseless play of light ptnd shade on stone, of brilliant
sunshine on storied tower and dormered roof, and the misty atmosphere that fades in distance; but since the drawings themselves are
all compact of light and air and mystery and romantic imaginings,
there is little that can be said in words which the artist has not
said more eloquently in line.. These little pictures are filled with
a poetic drama that those fortunate•enough to have seen will not
soon forget.ff
Herefs the news members have been waiting
Whenjtjg
for since 1941 »,.# There will be an Arts and letters Spring Revue this year
«,., Grab your diary and mark down tfTAKI IT IJLSY11 ~; Week of November 26th ...
Encouraged by the size and enthusiasm of a meeting of old revuesters who turned
out in defiance of a recent deluge, the Old Maestro, Napier Moore, has set

things moving •«• Several times a week he can be seen sorrowfully listening to
ideas ••• Tommy Crawford is writing the music ••• Clifford Poole and Douglas •
•
•
Hellett will play it • •• Listing all the. cast would occupy most of this bulletin, but we hear that among those taking part will be George Batton, Frederic
Manning, Ernest Morgan, Percy Shutte, Geoffrey Hatton, George Lambert, Norman
Sampson, J» 1. Sampson, Harold Gully, Walter Bowles, Charles Hiompson, W. S.
Thompson, Ivor Lewis, and so on and so on and so on.
0. S. Denny will stage-manage with the help of Gorton Alderson, Jim Wardropper
and W# Jt Meikle. Edgar Stone and Alderson will assist in the direction, Ted
Watson will be in charge of sets and W*A, Howard in charge of properties ...
Dozens of other members will be messing about with this and that. C. A. G.
Matthews will handle the tickets.
DJMN35R H1GHL1CMTS - All guests arriving punctually at 6s 30 for ?:00
dinner• Chairman Gully introducing two U» of T. Profs• as shovellers of mumiydust. John Robins pinch-hitting on juvenile delinquency--preparatory notes for
an Old Boys1 Association talk to be given in August, 1946. Ned Eratt on judicial delinquency in Newfoundland—a thirst-provoking'relation of coastal juices#
Cliff Boole—back from R.C.A.I.—.finding out that the Club has a grand Steinway,
and then making it brilliantly clear that the Club has a grand Steinway. Tosmy
Crawford doing verbal metrics on the loss of his spectacles. Sampson, with
sketches to illustrate his theme, discoursing on Quebec and N# Ontario. And
Napier, in his finest foimf treasure-hunting in the Maritimes*
One of the best evenings of its kind heard in the Club.
- Ernest MacMillan, Canada1s most famous musicalistic-ambasWhodunit
sadorator and the Clubfs most famous dumclucking piano Yirtuoso, was the first
spotlight luncheon speaker in September.«..a boomerang'retrospect of his Australian visit as guest of the I#B»C, - Austr-I-lian Broadcasting Ooffimissionf
20 Minutes of JSacific and Continents-spanning air-travel, pub-crawling bar by
bar through Melbourne and Sibelius, thrilling impetuosity of youthful Matildas
(tempo valsato) and eager adolescents singing ft0 Canada*1 and "Jerusalem* on
V-B Day, vibrant hospitality .of genial Canadian High-Commissloner and wittripping' interrogative pressmen, graphic picturesque of wide and narrow gauged
mechanistic travel so skilfully avoided by air-minded MacMillan, climacticSp
humoresques—-all of it jolly well done, (Have you read the Story of the Club
yet?)
^
EAlbit : - Sid Watson1 s exhibition, on the Club walls, showed this
f
artist s ability in oils and watercolours. Well known Toronto corners reappear
in a dramatized form, entranced by mellow tones of rich blue and brown. His
broad.approach and palet are the kind of painting originated by Derain and
Ylamlnck, a separate, obviously latest, set of his oeuvre shows an original,
broadly brushed ground on his canvas, which gives a rather fascinating play to
his wealth of colour.

• 6 We 'have found Sid.fs waterco1 lours his most advanced work. His restraint in massive tones is plussed by sudden key notes of blue or yellow. The drawing ability of his brush augments the tension of these pages into the feeling of a
wind-swept harp*
Good luck to this hard working, progressive minded fellow-member•
j^
— that Healey Willan has finished his work on the score of ftDeirdre
of the Sorrows11 and 'that we await the first performance of this first Canadian
Grand Opera? ••- that Fred Kemp is taking an active part in the establishment of
a Community Council in North. York? ~ « that Canon Ward and larle Grey commence,
on Sunday, November 4, their fourth year of broadcasting ffIhe Way * of the Spirit11,
a series of biblical dramas? — — that George Bspall's son, Major Hobert LeRoy
Itepall, !CAf has been awarded the M.B.E, - — that Charlie Thompson has fttaken
silk11? —
that Nick Hornyanskyfs son has covered himself with glory by winning
the Prince of Wales Scholarship of the University of Toronto - the highest hon-our for an entering student? — - that John Murray Gibbon has retired from the
CP.B, but will continue to live in Ste# Anne de Bellevue, Quebec? • — that Sir
Ernest Macmillan looks remarkably well in an Iton Collar? ~ - that one of Brendan
Mulhollandfs sons is now back from overseas but that the other is with the Army
of Occupation in Germany? --•- that we are pleased to see Eric Aldwinckle around
in ffciviesff? —
that we shanft see much of Eric around the Club for a while as
he has left for lake Simcoe in order to ffbroodff? — - that Healey Willan1 s ffCoronation Marchff, in addition to its performance in Australia by Sir Ernest Macmillan | was played last month in Mexico? - — that Bill Humphreys had an interesting trip t<y Ihgland via the Azores on one of H#M# Ships? —
that Healey
Willan and the choir of the Church of St. Mary Magdalene gave a series of programmes of liturgical music in New York last month? —
that Eoy Locksley has
moved to Winnipeg but will retain his membership? —
that Sid Hallam is at
work on a portrait of ex-I¥esident A.T. Chapman for the Club walls? — — that
Archie Chisholmfs stage sketches for ffPirandelloff have been hung in the Green
Room? — - that we mourn the passing of A, H«- Gregg, who while not a member in
recent years, was a Charter Member? — — that John- Kennedy has.returned to Toronto from Ottawa and that we look .forward to seeing him in the Club more frequently? — - that, following a recital by Marcus Adeney at Lake Couchichingt a
member of the audience was overheard to remark, ffl thought the cellist was wonderful* i think he must be a profess ional11? — — that Harvey Doney has been released from his duties with the R.C.A.T. and returns to resident membership? — —
that owing to perfoming right difficulties, plans for the production of ffThey
Came to a City11 had to be abandoned? --— that Sydney Watson is in hospital? ——•
that one of the highlights of the A.G.M, was the singing of the Club Constitution by the Club'Choir under the direction of Fred'Silvester and George Lambert?
— — that at the A.G.M, Sir Ernest Macmillan read a most interesting letter he
had received' from Budapest from Mrs. Geza fte Iresz, the wife of a former Club
member who will be remembered as one of the original members of the Hart House
Quartette? —»- that Dr. Dennis Jordan has returned from a second trip to the far
•north on the fflascopietf? - — that we appreciate the redecoration of the library
under the direction of Murray Brown? — — that several items of interest are being
i i >

- 7 held O¥er for the next monthly letter? • — that specially designed new furniture has been supplied to our Board loom and Lounge and the' whole Club redecorated and renovated* This is a magnificent record? •-- that the editor
thanks his many contributors and invites, all members to send news of their
doings to him c/o The dlub?

FRANK CABMJCHA1L PASSES
Members of the Club were shocked and grieved to learn of the
sudden death of Member frank Oamichael on Wednesday, October
24th.
Frank was a Member since June 1917, He was one of the origin
nal Members of the Group of Seven. His paintings have been
exhibited in England, Scotlandf South'Africa and United States,
He was an authority on typography and a book illustrator of
high note.
Born in Orillia, he first studied in the Central Ontario School
of Art, Toronto, and later at art schools in Belgium, A member of the Q.S.A. in 191? and a Bast President. A winner of
medals. For the past 13 years he had. been a member of the staff
of the Ontario College of Art and was head of the department of
graphic and commercial art. A member of the Canadian Society
of Jkinters in Water Color of the Royal Canadian Academy andf
to add to his accomplishments, a musician, keenly interested in
this sister art.
A gnetleman, friendly,sincere and accomplished in his art, with
a high sense of duty to his country,his friends and colleagues•
We will long mourn the sudden passing at the early age of 55,of
Member franklin Carmichael.

October 31, 1945,
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CLUB COMMITTEES
At the first meeting of the new executive committee the usual appointments were
made. These are as follows:
Finance Committee - George McMurtrie, chairman; George Pepall, R, L, Defries.
Fees Committee - Ettore Mazzolenif chairman; Fred Haines, George McMurtrie, Harry
Tedman.
|

Membership Committee - Walter Moorhouse, chairman; E, R. Rolph, Carl Pemberton,
Bruce Matson,

House Committee - George McMurtrie, chairman; Murray Brown, Vice-Chairman;
H, Dunington-Grubb, Archibald Chisholrru
Pictures Committee - Fred Haines, chairman; Nicholas Hornyansky, Vice-Chairman;
Jack Martin,
Drama Committee - I. D, Carson, chairman; Earle Grey, Vice-Chairman; Walter Bowles,
Archibald Chisholm, John Coulter, Cyril Denny, Ivor Lewis, Francis
B3ddie, Lister Sinclair, Vincent Tovell.
Music Committee - George Lambert, chairman; Healey Willan, Vice-Chairman; Fred
Silvester,
Entertainment Committee - Ted Watson, chairman; C.A.G-. Matthews, Vice-Chairman;
Healey Willan.
Noon Day Speakers Committee and Photographic Nights - C,A,G. Matthexvs, chairman.
Librarian - A, T, Wilgress.
Editor - Norman Ingram,

- 2 Like
F a t h e r
Like
S o n - If you*ve seen a number of people congratulating Brendan Mulholland recently, it's probably because his son F/L William
J. Mulholland has just been awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross,
The citation reads:
"This officer has completed numerous operations against the
enemy in the course of which he has invariably displayed the
utmost fortitude, courage and devotion to duty."
Congratulations Bill* wefre glad to see you1re keepihg up the family tradition for
we recall your dad woii tke Military Cross in the First Wofld tar;
An
I n t e r e s t i n g
T & l k - HJhat it feelis liite to be shot down over
enemy territory, to become an involuntary parachutist and an unwilling guest in a
Erisoner-of-War Camp, was revealed to Club Members at a re dent luncheon * vfaen F/o
James Meikle, R.C.A.F. gave a highly interesting "recap1* of his experiences.
To be the featured speaker of a Club luncheon was a new role for Jim and from sundry hints made beforehand, we take it that he would just as soon have made another
parachute jump instead!
However, Jim came through very handsomely, in a talk that was a triumph of understatement, and which revealed a highly developed sense of ironical humour.
His vignette "word pictures" of Roumanian peasant life and of hospitality which
made up in willingness what it lacked in cleanliness, his factual account of airraids, and his descriptions of the Camp Commandant, of enemy personnel and of the
highlight events of captivity, combined to make an informal address that was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Certainly Jim can rest assured that few, if any, guest speakers have received a
more genuine and heart-felt welcome.

N M MEMBERS
We have pleasure in congratulating the following on their election
to the Club. We are sure they recognize that this is no ordinary
club to which they have been admitted but rather a unique institution, membership in which is highly regarded and jealously treasured. We are sure that these gentlemen may be trusted to take an
active part in Club activities. We hope that they will make themselves known to their fellow members so that they may be appropriately welcomed.
Professional Members
Wendell P. Lawson, Etcher
David S. Smith, Artist
John M, Hodgins, Musician
Henry Atack, Musician
B. M. Tate, Editor
G. A. Hiare, Writer
Non-Professional Members
J. A. M. Galilee, William A. Hogarth, Russell Whitely

- 3C h a m b e r
Music
- The many members interested in Chamber Music will be
pleased to learn of the eight "Wednesday Five 0fClocks" to be held in the Conservatory Concert Hall on November 28, December 12, January 16 and 30, February 13
and 27, and March 13 and 27. The programmes are posted on the Club bulletin board.
Season tickets cost $5.00, and single tickets §1.00.
Mark
Your
C a l e n d a r
- Take your calendar and circle the dates of
December 8 and 29 - both Saturdays. On December 8 the monthly dinner is being
held. At the time of writing the complete programme has not been arranged but full
particulars will be sent to each member.
December 29 is the date of The Christmas Dinner (We capitalized flThetf purposely).
Older members do not need to be reminded that this is one of the events of the
Club year. The Boarfs Head Procession, the decorations, the Club Choir, the costimes, the sparkling entertainment, the good fellowship, all combine to make an
event which no member willingly misses. A special invitation and welcome is extended to all new members.
The
E x e c u t i v e
L i s t s - It is a tradition of the Club that each
year there is hung in the Library an illuminated list of the Officers and Executive Committee of that year. These lists are the work of outstanding artist-members who vie with each other in presenting to the Club an original design. These
lists show great talent and ingenuity and we are pleased to have so many examples
of fine work on our walls.
During the war years when everyone was so busy the preparation of these lists fell
behind. Now they are being brought up-to-date by the following artists:
1938-39 Fred Finlay
1939-40 Scott Carter
1940-41 Stanley Turner

1941-42 J. S. Hallam
1942-43 A. J". Casson
1943-44 Leslie Trevor

Messrs. Finlay, Hallam and Carter have completed their lists. The first two have
been hung and are the subject of much favourable comment. Scott Carter has completed his list (an exquisite piece of work) and it is now being framed by Robert
Hubbard who very kindly looks after the framing of all these.
We hope that Messrs. Turner, Casson and Trevor will have their lists finished soon
so that they may be presented to the Club with due ceremony at The Christmas Dinner.
Frank Carmichael had undertaken to prepare the list for 1944-45 but his untimely
passing means that we must seek another volunteer. The list for 1945-46 also requires to be done. Who will undertake these? Please drop a line to Norman Ingram
at the Club.

- 4 -

TORT SMOKE
We were pleased to receive from the Ryerson Press a copy of
"Turf Smoke"•
Written by a member (John Coulter), illustrated by a member
(A. J. Casson), edited by a member (Lorne Pierce) this is
certainly a book worthy of examination by every member. And
we think examination will mean more than a cursory thumbing
through. We think you will want to do as we did — that is
settle down in a chair and read this delightfully whimsical
story of Barney Cahill. Barney, like his creator, is an
Ulsterman who. crossed the Atlantic. Barney, also like his
creator, is a delightful fellow with a shrewd philosophy of
life and a great love for the "ould sod". There the comparison ends for Barney is an idle dreamer who lives "on the
dirty bit of a flat roof in Now York letting on .... it's
the oulT spot in Clogherbann".
The action takes place almost entirely on this roof where Barney and his children
live together with their chickens and their rabbits. There
a romance develops between Tansy Cahill and a young Italian, with a Jewish lad running interference.
And it is
there that Barney discovers in the last pages of the book
that he is "good-for-something*. We shan't spoil your enjoyment of this book by telling you what.
Many members will recall the play by John Coulter, "Holy
Manhattan" from which this book developed.
"Holy Manhattan" was produced at the Club several years ago with Ifrank
Beddie, Kit Carson, Eric Aldwinckle and John Adaskin in the
cast.
The sets were designed by Archie Chisholm and the
producer was Sterndale Bennett,
Incidentally on the back of the jacket there is reproduced
an excellent photograph of John Coulter by "Chuck"Matthews.
If we thought "Chuck" would do as good a job on us we'd be
almost tempted to try our hand at a novel.

- 5 Shows
on
the
Club
debted for the following notes:

Walls

-

To "Nick" Hornyansky we are in~

ft

We were sorry to see the one-man collection of Sid Watson leave us especially after learning of his appendectomy whilst we were enjoying his
paintings•
"During October we had a two-man show - the works of Garnard Kettle and
Fred Finlay. Kettle in his water colours shows a wizardry of lay-out
and pattern. Whilst slightly unemotional at close range, his work grows
in significance by every step of recess. It would seem necessary to own
one of these paintings to be able to decide whether the rhythmic pattern
or the enamel-like tones bring about this type of enhancement.
M

The pictures of Fred Finlay show fluent, easy brushwork and depart from
a straight visual veridity by their rich, resonant greys, and an over-all
luminosity of mixed whites. His broad skies are especially attractive*"
At
L u n c h - Arthur Stringer, the Canadian writer who presently resides in
New York, was the guest of the Club at lunch on November 12. He spoke briefly of
the importance of the Community Theatre movement and asked for hearty support by
Club members, Mr, Stringer was in town for the premiere of his play "The Lady
Intervenes" which was given a successful performance in the Eaton Auditorium under
the direction of E, Sterndale Bennett,
The
Khaki
U n i v e r s i t y
of
Canada
- A letter from Joe
McCulley, headmaster of Pickering College, is so interesting that we give you the
following extract:
"In August I received an invitation to proceed overseas to assist in
the organization of the Khaki University of Canada, which is a portion
of the Army Education programme, I proceeded by air, arrived at B?estwick on the morning of August 8th and that same evening reached London,
"The next two months were spent at the quiet English village of Leavesden, near Watford, some twenty miles out of London. The buildings occupied by the Khaki University had been used by the Canadian Army as
the location of three Canadian general hospitals. During August the
premises were converted into an adequate plant for college work.
"The plan of the University is to offer work on the junior college level, i.e. first and second year, courses being comparable to similar
courses in Canadian universities. A faculty consisting of Army personnel who had had previous school and college experience was collected, comprising some 60 members. On the 5th September the college opened with an enrolment of 600 students, all of whom were awaiting repatriation to Canada.
"The group of students who have been enrolled are a fine type of young
Canadians, eager and ambitious to profit by the opportunities that they
are having to continue their interrupted studies while awaiting repatriation.

- 6 "On the 27th September there was held the official opening of the University, the guest of honour being Field Marshal Montgomery. It was
interesting to meet him and hear him speak, simply but most effectively i to a Canadian audience.
11

At the end of my work at the Khaki University I had the opportunity of
proceeding to the Continent along with the Director of Army Education
at Canadian Military Headquarters at London. We went by plane to Brussels, visited the Canadian Forces in the Netherlands, saw something of
the activity of the Canadian Army Occupation Forces at Oldenburg in Germany. On our return from the C.A.O.F. we motored through Osnabruck and
Munster, two badly blitzed German towns just north of the Ruhr. The
Continental trip was terminated by a visit to Paris, where an active educational programme for Canadian personnel on leave in Baris is being
carried out. I returned by_air from Brestwick, Scotland on October 12th#
"Although it was a very busy and strenuous time I considered myself to
have been extraordinarily privileged to have seen something, not only of
our Canadian boys overseas and the work that is being done for them while
they are awaiting repatriation, but also to have seen something of the
life in England and on the Continent at the present time. In many ways
it was a rather grim experience. The food situation and the fuel situation both in England and on the Continent are both very bad. The clothing situation is equally bad. But the British people are accepting the
situation, recognizing that while this winter will be, in some respects,
worse than any winter of the war, they can surmount their present difficulties with determination and a willingness to sacrifice for a little
longer,
"During the whole time I was overseas I did not see an orange; I only
had one glass of milk during ten weeks. The diet of the English civil- T
ian is probably adequate to maintain health, but to describe it, only
one word need be used - dull. The amount for meat per person in England
is 1 sh. 8 d. per week. When I returned to school and found the variety
of our Canadian diet and the plentiful supply of milk, vegetables, white
bread, fruit, I am impressed by the fact that we in this country still
know little of any real hardship.ft

- 7AUGUSTUS E. LANG
WE MOURN THE PASSING OF YET ANOTHER OLD AND VALUED MEMBER OF THE CLUB, PROFESSOR AUGUSTUS E, LANG.
BORN IN RENFREW COUNTY,PROFESSOR LANG RECEIVED HIS EARLY EDUCATION IN PEMBROKE AND AT RENFREW MODEL
SCHOOL, FOLLOWING WHICH HE TAUGHT SCHOOL FOR THREE YEARS. IN 1883 HE ENTERED VICTORIA COLLEGE,
THEN IN COBOURG AND GRADUATED IN 1889. FOR EIGHT YEARS HE TAUGHT ENGLISH AND MODERN LANGUAGES IN
NAPANEE HIGH SCHOOL. THEN IN 1897 HE WAS APPOINTED TO THE STAFF OF VICTORIA COLLEGE AS LECTURER IN
GERMAN AND ENGLISH, AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY HE WAS PROMOTED TO ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND LATER
BECAME A FULL PROFESSOR, FOR SOME YEARS HE WAS ALSO LIBRARIAN AT VICTORIA. HE RETIRED FROM THE
UNIVERSITY IN 1932.
PROFESSOR LANG WILL BE REMEMBERED

FOR HIS QUIET AND KINDLY MANNER.

A TRUE SCHOLAR, HE WAS NOT,

HOWEVER, SO WRAPPED UP IN HIS SUBJECT AS TO NEGLECT EVERYDAY HAPPENINGS.
THINKER, HE WAS A DELIGHTFUL COMPANION AROUND THE CLUB LUNCH TABLE.

A SOUND AND DISCERNING

WHILE HIS AGE PREVENTED HIM FROM GETTING TO THE CLUB VERY OFTEN IN RECENT YEARS
SPOT IN HIS HEART FOR THE CLUB WHERE HE HAD SPENT SO MANY HAPPY HOURS.

WE EXTEND OUR SINCERE SYMPATHY TO MRS, LANG AND TO HIS SON.
REMAIN GREEN THROUGH THE YEARS TO COME.

HE RETAINED A WARM

OUR MEMORIES OF PROFESSOR LANG WILL

Do
you
know
that, during the absence overseas of Joe McCulley, Bob
Rourke supervised the activities of Pickering College - "the school on the hill"?
-~ that Bill Humphreys is expected back from England any day now? ~ that we suggest his name to "Chuck" Matthews as a possible luncheon speaker? — that we were
pleased to see Reg Godden back in Toronto filling an engagement at Hart House? —
that the portrait of Healey Willan on exhibition in the Club lounge is the work of
Adrien Dingle? —• that we are looking forward to a visit from Reginald Stewart and
the Baltimore Symphony who will play at Massey Hall on December 3? — that Billy
Milne is the director of "The Troupers" who have been playing camp shows for the
past four years? — that Barcy Schutte has played with this group in "Three Live
Ghosts" more times than he can remember? — that Kenneth Forbes is painting, for
the Conservatory, a portrait of the late Norman Wilks? ~ that Sir Ernest Macmillan
will conduct the Buffalo Symphony Orchestra on December 4 and 7? — that C.S. Band
tells us that, despite the success of the recent membership drive, new members are
still being sought by the Art* Gallery? — that John Weatherseed and George Lambert
adjudicated the Welsh Eisteddfod at Hamilton on November 17? — that Dr. D. E. Sf
Wishart has been reinstated to Non-Professional membership? —- that attendance at
luncheon reached an all-time high during October? •— that one enthusiastic member,
accompanied by his wife and daughter, arrived at the Club at 5:45 p.m. on Saturday,
November 17 with tickets for "Take It Easy" - just a couple of weeks -poo soon? —
that Ed Corbett has just completed a lecture tour through the Maritimes? — that
we urge all Club members to become members of the Art Gallery and suggest that they
telephone Martin Baldwin at AD. 4388 about this? — that we were pleased to see A«
Y, Jackson at lunch the other day locking fit and well after three months on the

~ 8 Pacific Coast? — that Scott Malcolm, thoroughly enjoyed being, for a change, a
member of the audience at the Spring Revue? — that Arthur Lismer of Montreal
lunched at the Club recently? — that we were also pleased to have a visit from
Maj, Gen, A. Bruce Matthews, O.B.E., D.S.O. accompanied by his father, Club member, The Honourable Albert Matthews? — that Martin Baldwin is now a grandfather?
-*4 that at the Union Station, Fred Challenor viewed with a coldly critical profi^sSibnal eye the plaster cast in which his son-in-law returned after 4-J- years service overseas? — that A, Tt Wilgress has been appointed Club Librarian and will
be in charge of magazines and books in the Club library and will also have charge
of keeping the "Big Book" up-to-date? — that Eric Aldwinckle has been appointed
Vice^JRrinfeipal of the Ontario College of Art and that he will head the Design Depattmetit? — that the Toronto Symphony Orchestra last month played in Guelph,
Haiailton, Kitchener and London? — that the Pickering College Glee Club, under the
direction of Bob Rourke is rehearsing ftIolantheff? — that Sterndale Bennett has
been appointed to the faculty of the Conservatory of Music and that he will conduct a class in The Technique of Play Direction? — that Sir Ernest Macmillan will
conduct the Mendelssohn Choir and the Toronto Symphony Orchestra in a performance
of "The Messiah" at Massey Hall on the day after Christmas? — that William Morton
will be among the soloists? — that Charlie Peaker was the adjudicator at the Brantford Musical Festival? — that George Lambert1s students gave a recital of operatic excerpts in the Conservatory Hall? — that the stage draperies have received
a much-needed cleaning and that they have also been fire-proofed? — that Charles
Jennings, being no longer able to avail himself of the Club privileges, has resigned? — that the Executive Committee has decided to print the amended Club Constitution and distribute it to all members? — that a Classified Membership List
is in preparation and that it will be posted in the Club? — that John Nieke11 and
Jean Beaudet have moved to Montreal and now are classified as non-resident members?
— that any member who has not yet received his copy of "The Story of the Club"
should apply to Harry Tedman, the Secretary? — that extra copies are still available and may be purchased by members (Price $1,50)? — that W. A, Irwin, who resigned from the Club a few years ago, has been reinstated to Professional Membership? —- that the August issue of "National Home Monthly" carried a lengthy illustrated article on Bert Reed? — that held over for the next monthly letter are reports by William Colgate on the Gauthier-Finlay exhibit, and by Norman Sampson on
"Take it Easy"?
THANK YOU
We are appreciative of the many kind words spoken or written to us about
these Monthly Letters*
We are glad that you are so interested in the
news of the doings of members which we are able to pass on to you. However most of the credit is due to those who supply your editor with the
news items. The editorfs job is to lick them into shape for publication
- he cannot create news.
We thank heartily those members who bear in mind the difficulties of a
news-gatherer but we bespeak the assistance of all members, Wonft you
drop the editor a line when you are in the news or when you learn of a
news item concerning any other member?
Address your letters to Norman Ingram at the Club,
November 23, 1945.

